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Abstract
This exegesis situates and explores my contemporary art practice that aims to
address global ecological and social issues through the mediums of ‘women’s
work’ and digital technologies. As used here, ‘women’s work’ refers to all
needlework techniques and myriad other textile techniques (m)aligned with
females, including but not limited to, embroidery, knitting, crochet, and binding.
At the heart of the project is a sustained exploration of these mediums’ inherent
materiality beyond their obvious aesthetic attributes. This is inextricably
entwined with the processes of ‘women’s work’, the device of metaphor, and the
body as both tool and subject.
The exegesis examines the position of textiles, particularly embroidery, in a
contemporary context. It reflects on the process, meanings and potential
strength contained in the textile traditions and processes that are used in this
project, being aware of textile tropes and the potential for making meaning
through their disruption. By merging the history, materiality and sensuality of
textiles with the advances of digital technology, this research and its creative
outputs offer a much richer language for self-expression and contemplation.
Notions of impermanence, contingency and the fragility of our natural
environment are validly addressed by using mediums that are similarly framed.
Thus, metaphors of interconnecting threads—weaving, embroidery, knitting,
binding—are applied across the studio practice. Digital mediums function as
lines of communication, which are woven together like threads to connect the
subject and viewers. The research determines that representation and
engagement can be influenced profoundly through synergy with the embedded
materiality of the chosen mediums.
Several international art residencies have significantly shaped the research,
providing a particular form of engagement with various cultures and places, and
fostering transnational perspectives on select environmental and social issues.
Due to the site-responsive nature of most of the research, my practice cannot be
placed within any restrictive homogenised category. Nevertheless, my works is
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are informed and framed by feminist theory, recognising the political importance
of ‘women’s work’, and providing space for its development and exhibition
outside the feminised domestic arena. The works created have the potential to
disrupt the dichotomy of the supposedly masculine public art realm and the
private female domestic realm by transposing ‘women’s work’ into the public
realm and speaking of public issues. Through this strategy, and through
recourse to contemporary embodied feminist and ecofeminist theories, my work
surpasses the incongruence between what is being represented and its mode of
representation.
Thus these works contribute to nullifying Cartesian dualism and related
culture/nature oppositions. Recognising the roles of anthropocentrism and
anthropomorphism has been vital in addressing and rescinding the strongly
ingrained systems of dominance, superiority, and higher value attributed to
culture in opposition to nature, and, in many of my artworks, the body is used as
mediator to explore our liminal positioning between these realms. The corporeal
body is used as a sociocultural artifact, a primary material source. The
metaphoric threads that connect the various bodies of work created during this
research are ecological issues and endangered species (human); collectively, the
multidisciplinary works address concerns about humanity’s impost upon the
natural world.
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Introduction
Art is not what you see, but what you make others see.
—Edgar Degas1
I think of art, at its most significant, as a DEW line, a Distant Early Warning
System that can always be relied on to tell the old culture what is beginning
to happen to it.
—Marshall McLuhan2

Coming of age in the 1970s in Australia meant being part of a particularly
strident political and social climate, which has had an enormous bearing on my
view of life and the transformative potential of political activism. I have always
supported the struggle for social, economic, and political equality that forms part
of the fundamental tenets of the feminist movement. As well, I fully embrace
political activities extorting sustainable practices today.
My research for this doctorate began by questioning the possibility for, or
validity of, a contemporary art practice that effectively addresses current social
issues through mediums associated with ‘women’s work’ and those associated
with digital technologies3. (Not that I make a particular distinction between
these two types of mediums, since I emphasise materiality across both, and
exploit any common or distinctive aesthetic qualities in the service of what is the
primary motivation of the project; that is, to critically re-imagine feminist
practice.) In particular, my work attempts to richly reconfigure the descriptor
‘women’s work’ by using the device of metaphor and the body as both a tool and
subject.
In producing artifacts, I privilege the materiality of the works, treating it as
another language that is equally important in both its formal and metaphoric
potential to engage with socially significant issues and to sharpen
understanding of contentious issues. Not only is the quantity of information
conveyed important, but also the mode of expression and materials that
enhances the quality of the communication. Barbara Maria Stafford postulates
that “artifacts intensified by the double gaze of the humanities and the sciences
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have the power to refocus an issue that might otherwise sink from view or never
attain visibility at all”.4
Accepting the interstitial nature of all things within a continuum of infinite poetic
possibilities, and by merging the history and sensuality of ‘women’s work’ with
the advances of digital technology, I affect a much richer language for selfexpression and contemplation in my engagement with ecological and social
issues. The variety of my mediums and the heterogeneous theoretical sources I
use are indicative of the strategy I have adopted to break the binary oppositions
of patriarchal dualism.
The works created have the potential to disrupt the dichotomy of the supposedly
masculine public art realm and the private female domestic realm by transposing
‘women’s work’ into the public realm and speaking of public issues. The use of
the charged term ‘women’s work’, if not the strategies adopted here, inescapably
resonates with 1970s feminism, with works such as Faith Wilding’s
Crocheted Environment 1972, her contribution to Womanhouse, although my
work is far more influenced by contemporary embodied feminist theories and to
a lesser extent ecofeminism.
The need to renegotiate and enact a more symbiotic relationship between nature
and culture is validated by scientific research and is finding increasing currency
with the general public, including artists and curators. For example, in the
recently held dOCUMENTA 13, director Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev curated a
series of exhibitions that purported to challenge the desirability of persistent
economic growth and materialistic activities. She proposed instead a serious
anti-anthropocentric rethinking of our lives leading to a more balanced
relationship with Earth’s other inhabitants.5
The works that have resulted from my critical re-imagined feminist practice
contribute to nullifying Cartesian dualism and related culture/nature
oppositions. These are related to oppressive systems that are the central concern
of feminist philosophy and politics, stemming as they do from basic Western
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patriarchal dualism with the nature/culture divide at the root of such flawed
philosophy.6 This theme of ecological issues and endangered species (human) is
the metaphoric thread that connects the various bodies of work created during
this research. The multidisciplinary works collectively address concerns about
humanity’s impost upon the natural world.
Using multi-layered approaches and narratives to explore the interstitial realms
of our lived experiences triggers engagement with the concept of dislocations in
the time/space continuum and the palimpsest of meanings that can be overlaid
in a work. Writing from this premise in 1983, Lucy Lippard7 introduced the term
‘overlay’ in her book by the same title. She referred to the concept in several
ways, among them dislocations in time due to the imposition of human time over
geological time and also the infliction of human habitation on the natural cycles
of growth in the landscape.8 These considerations relate directly to the wider
conceptual base of my research: the ecological significance of humanity’s past
actions, the embedded historical, social and cultural histories of place and our
responsibility as caretakers of this planet for future generations.
Within the scope of this ecological charter I have produced several bodies of
work that explore a number of contemporary concerns: degradation of water
and forests, the sustainability of continual urban sprawl, the repurposing of manmade environments, and concomitant issues of recognition of embedded
histories, displacement and interstitial spaces.
Methodology
I have employed a practice-based engagement with materiality, intertwining
reflection and reflexivity. Marsha Meskimmon recognises that
theory and practice are not oppositional modes through which to
negotiate novel forms of subjectivity, but rather that aesthetics more
broadly defined is a critical location for political praxis.9
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The creative process of interweaving theory and practice, working
simultaneously at the boundaries and thresholds of the conceptualising and
making of works, is one to which I adhere and believe is critical to a reflexive
practice. My primary methodology is making/materiality/knowledge/praxis. As
my practice is “investigative, multilayered, and inclusive of a diversity of theories
and practices”, it is appropriate that the method of inquiry is “self-reflexive,
reflective, dialogic, and questioning”.10 Processes have been fluid and outcomes
not preordained. The research methodology is pluralistic, adhering to tenets of
different theoreticians. The role of feminism in the research is discussed in
Chapter 3 with reference to a number of significant feminist and eco-feminist
theorists, including Lippard, Judith Barry and Sandy Flitterman-Lewis, Greta
Gaard, Amelia Jones, Mary Kelly, Ynestra King, Val Plumwood, Maura Reilly, and
Karen Warren.
Johanna Drucker states that all artistic work is embedded “within a historical
matrix of interconnections, quotations, precedents, and innovations”.11 Reading
an artwork is subject to conceptual blending of personal and cultural contexts,12
with environmental, social, religious, ethical, and cultural values all affecting
interpretation. As detailed later, I have used Stafford’s texts on neuroscience and
Hans Belting’s Anthropology of Images to acquire a deeper understanding of how
we perceive and interpret images.
Residencies
Art residencies have formed a principal mode of operating or engaging with
place and audience over the course of my candidature. This was a result of a twoweek residency I had at Geidai University, Tokyo, during my Honours Year,
which confirmed the dramatic and substantial artistic growth that residencies
can generate. Subsequently, I resolved to undertake a one-month self-funded
residency with Red Gate Gallery in Beijing, in August 2010.
This residency disclosed a critical ecological problem—water pollution from
domestic, agricultural, and industrial sources, producing life-threatening
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cyanobacterial contamination. The project developed after I consulted Dr. Tim
Davis of Griffith University’s Rivers Institute, who confirmed that issues
surrounding water purity in Beijing were (and still are) critical. Microcystis, the
species of blue-green algae prevalent in Beijing’s waterways, became the title
and central focus of my fieldwork in Beijing. The exhibition13 was held at Li
Gang’s gallery, Pickled Art Space, in the famed 798 Art District in Beijing. This
site-specific installation alluded to the invasive nature of human occupation
upon the landscape, focusing abstractly on aspects of domestic water pollution,
using blue-green algae blooms as the locus of the work. Fieldwork for this
exhibition was undertaken mostly in the vicinity of my Bei Gao studio at Fei Jia
Cun village in the north of Beijing near the fifth ring road, where incidents of
domestic activities leading to water pollution were in abundance. The formal
properties of the Microcystis installation are inseparable from the material and
form of the sculptural objects, being directly dictated by the architecture of the
space.
The results of the research conducted in Beijing, together with an analysis of the
findings and the work produced, indicated that my studio research should
incorporate a transnational perspective in order to focus on certain ecological
issues. Further residencies have validated this approach by providing new
insights into the topic at hand, strengthening the research, increasing my
production and enhancing the sophistication of the output. The influence of
varied locations is clearly visible in the separate bodies of work, as is the
aesthetic that has developed further with each cultural or environmental
experience. Separate, and sometimes multiple, exhibitions were generated
through each residency.
From 2008-2011, a collaborative venture between the Environmental Protection
Agency, Queensland, and the Queensland College of Art allowed small groups of
researchers access to heritage-listed Peel Island, just off Brisbane. The small
settlement there had previously served as a quarantine station (1874–1890s)
and most infamously as a leper colony (1907–59).14 My short residency on Peel
Island in September 2010 generated several works, including a series of digital
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images that anticipated the lives of past residents. In these images, the processes
of wear and tear enabled the objects to function metaphorically for the
“tribulations of existence”15 of the long-dead inmates. This residency prompted
new ways of thinking about how historical spaces can be used to explore
relationships between materiality and reality. Back in the studio, my
investigations proceeded along these lines, investigating materiality and
changing social and cultural values.
The residency at Crane Arts Philadelphia in March/April 2012 took place in a
very different urban context, but the fieldwork undertaken there was a
continuation of that undertaken on Peel Island. My research recognises that in
most cities, urban sprawl is depleting the natural environment and sites of
agricultural production. It would seem a more sustainable option if existing
buildings were reused rather than demolished or abandoned. Confronted as I
was by acres of abandoned and vandalised buildings, I investigated the use and
repurposing of historical architectural spaces. Recognising the historical
significance of Philadelphia, I visited a number of historical precincts, including
the now defunct Eastern State Penitentiary, which has been partially restored
and repurposed as a tourist facility. Some of the works emanating from these
investigations are discussed in Chapter 4. It was apparent to me that any reuse of
architecture requires that due attention be given to the complex
interrelationships of aesthetics, community, utility, culture and history, including
the need to address changing social and cultural values.
Shortly after returning from Philadelphia, I travelled with two other artists to a
studio near Aimoto, a small rural village about two hours from Osaka. The
studio, previously a storage facility for a huge private motor vehicle collection,
was a three-kilometre pushbike ride from the train station and the village itself,
with our nearest neighbours a kilometre away. I was overwhelmed by an
awareness of my body in the vast white studio space where we spent most of our
time, with occasional forays to gather food from local farms and shops. There
was a very strong compulsion to explore and elaborate on these bodily
experiences. Subsequently, I made three series of performance works that
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reflected this bodily experience while the trees in the nearby forests also
asserted their presence within the works. The experience of this residency
crystallised the critical importance that the body has to my studio production,
especially the conceptual role that it discharges. On my return, my studio and
theoretical investigations concerned the body and its creative potential, but the
subject matter returned to works relating to trees.
The final residency for this research was undertaken at Contemporary Yunnan in
Kunming, China, in late 2013. The residency was offered to me by “Greening the
Beige” a Chinese eco-arts organisation. Some of the members had viewed
Microcystis in Beijing in 201016 and believed that I was the right person for their
inaugural eco-arts residency. In consultation with the directors of “Greening the
Beige” and Contemporary Yunnan, the host organisation, water purity was
deemed to be a critical concern. Fieldwork was conducted across the Yunnan
province, from Kunming across to the Tibet border. A number of these works are
discussed in detail in Chapter 1.
My engagement with various places and cultures through my residencies has
been used as the basis of new knowledge and site-responsive works. Residencies
engender a particular state of mind; an openness to every distinct fragment of
the unfamiliar environment. Intellectual engagement, flexibility and the ability to
think abstractly and metaphorically are the tools with which I work, taking
specific cues from the materials, objects, architectural spaces and environments
that surround me. Due to the limited duration of residencies, it has been vital to
critically and rapidly articulate the conceptual matters that will inform the studio
production. The works are constrained, but not directed by, the discursive
issues, conditions and materials to hand.
Residencies are like a limited exile, an interval between two worlds and two
sensibilities. As the residencies have mostly taken place internationally, I have
also been in the conceptual position of a cultural outsider. According to
anthropologist Ruth Useem’s terminology, when resident in a foreign country I
am of a third culture17—not belonging to the country of my temporary residence,
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yet not of my home culture. This position requires further negotiation—not just
language and cultural traditions—through which one can observe elements of
self-discovery and acceptance of bicultural differences. In Echo Objects, Stafford
discusses how much of the self is embedded in our subjective, idiosyncratic
perception of the world and the ways that we make meaning from it.18She states
that the images that we consciously create result from our inner and outer
worlds, combining with time, motion and shifting aspects of the environment.19
For this reason, while resident in a foreign environment, my creative process is
profoundly influenced by the external alien experiences of the residency and the
internal cultural knowledge that I bring with me.
Using an international perspective has undoubtedly enabled a more rigorous and
meticulous coverage of the research topic. I will now outline the structure of the
exegesis.
Chapter 1: Metaphor
Chapter 1 explores the tenet underpinning this exegesis: that metaphors20
constitute a fundamental connection between mind and body21 and are crucial
devices for establishing particular constructions of meaning. While some
metaphors operate transnationally and can transcend language barriers, others
are culture-specific.22 Through a discussion of my works generated through the
2013 residency at Contemporary Yunnan, I establish the resonance of a diversity
of general and culturally specific metaphors.
Chapter 2: Cloth and Code
Notions of our natural environment’s impermanence, contingency and fragility
are validly addressed by using mediums that are similarly framed. In Chapter 2, I
consider the history and materiality of textiles and digital mediums in relation to
their use in contemporary feminist practice.
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In this research, materials have played an active role rather than a passive one.
Frequently, this is achieved through employing metaphors, whereby the
historical and cultural context of the material elements as well as their physical
properties and conceptual factors inform the works. When working with
textiles, strong feelings of sensuality, touch, the presence of the hand and
intrinsic material meanings are experienced. By using digital and textile
mediums, I investigate connections between senses that have been stimulated by
virtual mediums, and also the somatic and haptic engagement with physical
materials. There can be no single relationship identified between these mediums
because of the multiple forms of both mediums.
Since the project is concerned with the meanings specifically associated with
textile materials, within the broadest context of material and visual culture, I
experimented with a broad range of fibre materials and textile techniques,
including knitting, felting, binding, crocheting, and embroidery. The immanent
qualities of fibre materials in visual artworks can significantly increase viewer
response due to the familiarity of the visible and emotionally charged invisible
connections inherent in the mediums.23 Examining the positioning of textiles,
particularly embroidery, in a contemporary context, I value the process,
meanings and potential strength contained in the textile traditions and processes
that are used in this project, being aware of textile tropes and the potential for
making meaning through their disruption.
Fibre symbolically and metaphorically functions for the fragility and
ephemerality of life and time. Not only are textiles used metaphorically to
represent the need to regard traditional wisdom in addressing contentious social
and environmental issues, but textile practice is also a creative or generative
process. Engaging with the repetitive rhythms of textile productions and
techniques induces a sense of calm due to its holistic cerebral nature. Our left
brain interprets the creative tasks and our right brain translates it through our
hands.24
While digital mediums may be perceived by some as having no materiality, I
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argue that pictorial digital mediums have a material presence. Indeed, the
stimulation of various senses by digital imagery provides an affective material
presence, engaging the haptic senses. As well, these mediums mix temporal
registers; the temporal aspects inscribed in the labour-intensive creation of
textile works entangling with their present-time physicality and also with
pictorial traces of past moments.
Chapter 3: Feminism, Feminist Art, ‘Women’s Work’
From a theoretical perspective, feminisms are particularly flexible, responding
quickly to changing intellectual, social, ecological, and material conditions,
making innovative connections between different objects and ideas. This way of
thinking and working “reiterates the importance of the materiality of artworks
and the embodied aesthetic knowledges they produce”.25 Drucker postulates that
the function of aesthetics is to understand the thoughts manifest in the artifact—
the transformative act of converting experience into imaginative, symbolic
expression.26 Due to the site-responsive nature of most of my work, my practice
cannot be neatly fixed into any restrictive homogenised category. In common
with the historical feminist canon, my art is based on content rather than a
particular “style”.27
A core element of feminist art practice is the tendency to erode the boundaries
between categories of art and non-art, enabling the assignment of aesthetic and
political potential to categories of art previously designated as ‘women’s work’.
In this exegesis, ‘women’s work’ refers to all needlework techniques and myriad
other textile techniques (m)aligned with females, including but not limited to,
embroidery, knitting, crochet, and binding. Feminism was predicated on
exorcising this essentialist reading of women’s lives, on eliminating gender bias.
Chapter 3 traces historical aspects of feminist critical theory that are of
significance to this research, including ecological issues, eco-feminism and
transnational strands of feminism. The notion of what historically and currently
might constitute a ‘feminine sensibility’ is examined. One of my key strategies for
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exposing and disrupting the dualist ontology that exists is by reconfiguring
‘women’s work’ into a fine art context. Re-invigorating and recontextualising the
aesthetics of ‘women’s work’, through dissociating it from the domestic sphere
and situating it in a fine art practice, mirrors my own experience of ‘women’s
work’ in firstly a domestic setting, then recontextualising in an academic setting,
endowing me with a more nuanced understanding of feminism.
In this sustained exploration of ‘women’s work’, there is a fine distinction
between addressing and disarming our customary intimacy with textile
elements. By subverting the traditional role of feminine crafts—transferring
them from the domestic arena into a fine art context—they become elements in
the quest to discover new ways of renegotiating the fraught relationship
between nature and culture. ‘Women’s work’ is also used to expose the
devastation to our natural environment caused by the ignorance of some and the
exploitation of natural resources for the economic benefit of a select few. I join
other contemporary art practitioners in being aware of how altering techniques,
diversifying skills and presenting textile items in non-traditional ways challenges
the positioning of traditional textile practices as craft and thus the discourse
surrounding the works themselves.
Chapter 4: The Body Involved
The body has assumed a central role as a productive catalyst for almost all
feminist art and theory, and much visual culture research. The feminist use of the
body is a key mediator in renegotiating the relationship between nature and
culture. Thus, unsurprisingly, in Chapter 4, I discuss my use of the body as an
agent and as a tool for expression that processes and transforms materials and
as the subject/object of imagery. I use the corporeal body as a sociocultural
artifact, as a primary material source. Structured by individual experiences,
artists use the body to produce cultural objects, and viewers use the body to
perceive the objects made. Belting proposes that the corporeal image is the
bridge between material production and what the eye perceives.28 This is true no
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matter what the medium; images transcend our physical space and thus produce
juxtapositions, transgressions, and dislocations in notions of time and space.
Belting states that the cultural history of the human body can be read through
images because, while the body has changed negligibly during the history of
images, bodily concept has changed considerably. It has been redefined over
time, providing a substantial archive of humanity’s ever-changing view of the
human body.29 Informed by a range of other theorists from Leone Battista
Alberti to Stafford, I analyse the contemporary body as pervasive in my works,
using the corporeal links proposed by Belting, the significance of
anthropomorphic references and anthropocentrism, performing bodies and the
implied presence of absent bodies.
Making connections between ecology, economics, politics, and everyday reality
(connections that some fail to see in everyday life) is not an attempt to uphold
traditional values, since the use of old and new technologies is a strategy born of
a belief that the best way forward it to blend old and new. As Indian novelist and
activist Arundhati Roy explains, it is “not just about small things. It’s about how
the smallest things connect to the biggest things—that’s the important thing.”30
My artworks use this metaphor continually, showing the collective strength of
many threads. I apply metaphors of interconnecting threads—weaving, sewing,
knitting, binding—across my studio practice. Digital mediums function as lines of
communication, which I weave together like threads to connect the subject and
viewers. In this process, I knit together traditions that have traditionally
privileged the hand with those that are seen as more cerebral. The theoretical
and practical strands are woven through the exegesis, and analysed with
reference to my works and selected works of other contemporary artists. The
chapter divisions disclose the major theoretical and thematic areas of the
research.
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Chapter 1: Metaphor
It is metaphor that transcends the limitations of language and seeks
resonance in the understanding of our fellows.
—Holly Youngbear-Tibbetts1
… with visual metaphors, the image-maker proposes food for thought
without stating any determinate proposition. It is the task of the viewer to
use the image for insight.
—Noël Carroll2
Aesthetic perception is a cognitive activity where art is the language that
communicates meaning.3 Art itself is seen by some as a form of metaphor—a
bridge between individuals and the realities of life.4 A particular strength of
metaphor is that it can convey essential elements without excessive
oversimplification, preserving complexity through perception of a familiar
concept of equivalent complexity.5 As will be demonstrated, this project makes
extensive use of a wide range of visual metaphors. This chapter establishes the
significance of this device to this project through an analysis of the metaphors
embedded in a number of works I made for the 2013 Kunming exhibition, My
Body Is Mostly Water.
Understanding Metaphor
In the late 1970s, a special issue of Critical Inquiry was devoted to what was seen
as the “transformation of metaphor from a specialized concern of rhetoricians
and literary critics to a central concept in the study of human understanding”,6
acknowledging that the use of metaphor extended beyond language and
literature to embrace other fields of arts and humanities. Nevertheless, Richard
Schiff wrote in that issue that it had never been conclusively argued that visual
language had “a potential for reasoned communication as precise as that of
verbal language”.7 He suggested that creativity in the visual arts was “only
minimally constrained by reason, planning, and social purpose”.8
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I acknowledge that images do not carry fixed meanings9; the mind will endow
with meaning anything that the body identifies and recognises, including objects,
spatial relationships and temporal relationships. The validity of interpretation is
determined by the visual literacy of the observer.10
A metaphor makes us see one thing as standing in for another by making some
direct statement of similarity11 that prompts that insight. There are no conscious
steps made in order to comprehend the metaphorical meaning of things; most
are unconscious, automatic, just like our linguistic system and the rest of our
conceptual system. A good metaphor must provide sufficient conceptual
similarities to facilitate a process of “rational reconstruction of the inference
patterns that underlie our ability to understand metaphors”.12 Our system of
conventional metaphor is living in the same sense that our system of language
rules is alive; namely, it is constantly in use, automatically, and below the level of
consciousness.13 This metaphor system is central to our understanding of our
experiences and to the way we act on that understanding. We use metaphor to
order our experiences, our reality and our abstract perspectives of the world.14
Mark Johnson and George Lakoff, together and separately, have researched and
published extensively on theory concerning the metaphoric basis or “grounding”
of higher-level concepts.15 They theorise that metaphors are grounded through
embodied perception, thus metaphoric applications are fundamental ways in
which we construct meaning from our bodily experiences. This demonstrates a
fundamental connection between mind and body,16 which is in opposition to
traditional patriarchal dualisms17 that view these as opposing forces unable to
synergistically coalesce.
It is important to understand that metaphors do not rely on a set of associated
properties, but rather on a complex set of connotations, often termed a domain.18
Metaphors provide a universal model of understanding by which we can
translate, without words, the meaning of one experience from one conceptual
domain into another mode of cognitive thinking.19 The general theory of
metaphor is given by characterising this as cross-domain mapping20 that
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facilitates everyday abstract concepts, such as time, states, change, causation,
and purpose being metaphorical.21
Of course, our creation and justification for a metaphor is directly related to our
individual conceptual and perceptual processes and knowledge. Schiff wrote that
if “art is found in personal experience, the world of art may seem to be
idiosyncratic, mysterious, and private”.22 If metaphors were predicated on
individual rather than collective experience, it would pose a serious challenge for
the interpretation of many artworks. This is well illustrated by Denise Green’s
discussion of Joseph Beuys’s distinctive metaphoric uses of fat and felt in
sculptures, which were related to personal experiences following his air crash in
1945. After his rescue by the Tartars, his body was covered in fat to help
regenerate warmth and then wrapped in felt as insulation to keep him warm. For
Beuys, those materials came to represent transformation and healing;23 for
others, the success of those metaphors is dependent on that historical
knowledge. Consequently, as Lakoff, Michael Parsons and Youngbear-Tibbetts
write, it is necessary to recognise that the meaning of metaphors can vary
between cultures and individuals because personal and cultural contexts inform
our interpretations and our metaphoric applications.24 Thus, it is crucial that
artists formulating metaphors address their target audience in a metaphoric
language appropriate to their personal and cultural experiences, either through
collective experience or in a manner that generates empathy.
My Body Is Mostly Water
In late 2013, I undertook a residency in Kunming, China. This was offered and
partly funded by Chinese eco-arts organisation “Greening the Beige”, with an
obvious focus on an environmental issue; in this case, water. My Body Is Mostly
Water is the title of the exhibition held at the conclusion of the residency. The
project was premised on the knowledge that no other substance on Earth is as
critical to life as water and no other substance possesses its transformative
power. Johanna Drucker’s statement that a work’s “formal existence is produced
at the intersection of complex cultural systems”25 resonates with this work; the
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installation was a hybrid of media and genre with a combination of abstract and
narrative components. This hybridity was metaphoric for the cultural conditions
in which I found myself, an alien divulging a Chinese environmental problem.
While the work did contain cultural imagery, it contained no exoticism. Instead,
it referenced dangerous and outmoded environmental practices due to rampant
industrialism.
The project involved traversing the specificities of the cultural hegemony of the
host city/region/country—Kunming/Yunnan/China—and translating my
research into works with which the local community could identify. This
involved coalescing two dialectically opposing views on environmental
sustainability deriving from two vastly different cultural histories and two, not
totally opposing, social realities. This exhibition reinforced the notions that
meaning is contingent, not only upon the conditions and history of making
articulated by the works, but also upon the conditions of the encounter and the
viewer’s cultural history.
As discussed in the Introduction, not only was I of a different culture to the host
organisation and country, but also my temporary residence there situated me as
being of a third culture (as envisaged by anthropologist Useem), trying to make
sense of my new culture. To this end, I created some cross-cultural metaphors
and other culture-specific metaphors that I believed would resonate more
readily with my intended Chinese audience.
During travels in Yunnan, I was dismayed to view stunning landscapes scarred
by mineral excavations and marred by the wastes of same. It seemed that at
every turn, I was confronted by the destruction of breathtaking landscapes with
the construction of gigantic dams and frenzied mineral excavations. Roadside
litter and water pollution were abundantly evident. The critical, symbolic and
spiritual significance of water was seemingly discarded to make way for
economic ‘growth’. One could only imagine the lush waterfall landscapes that
existed before the debasement inflicted by rare earth mineral quarrying
operations turned the crystal-clear, blue water into an opaque milky white. The
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splashing water, in turn, rendered the vegetation the same deathly colour. In the
exhibition, this reality was depicted in the work YangZi26, by both video (figure
1) and embroidered scroll (figure 2). The presence of dried fish on the floor at
the base of the installation was a potent reminder of the resultant effects on the
inhabitants of the river. The colossal power of the water is diminished by the
fragility facing this critical and endangered life source.

Figure 1: Kay S Lawrence, YangZi 2013, video, 20sec

The format of the traditional Asian picture scroll employed in the work YangZi
has been destabilised through the use of alien mediums—fabric, thread and
human hair in place of paper and ink. The pictorial embroidery was modelled on
a traditional scroll with a few additions—the Three Gorge Dams. Due to the
culturally specific history in which the scroll was embedded, the Chinese
audience was better equipped to relate the works to icons in their own image
archive than the handful of Western viewers were. Hans Belting suggests that
images “unfold their full attention only when seen in crosscultural perspective,
for then contradictions come to light between any generic definition and
definitions specific to different cultural traditions”.27
With metaphor, two conceptual domains are linked. With metonymy or
synecdoche, two things are linked within the same domain. Lakoff and Johnson
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view metonyms as having an experiential basis.28 Often, it is the salient feature of
one domain that is used to represent the entire domain. Such uses, however, are
contextual. In YangZi, hair, operating as a synecdoche for humans, was used to
embroider the dams, the houses and the cultivated fields. The rest of the scroll,
depicting the natural environment, streams, mountains and trees, was
conventionally embroidered with cotton threads. The presence of human hair
raises social and cultural issues, provides a symbolic discourse for inscribing
meanings on the body, and links nature and culture.

Figure 2: Kay S Lawrence, YangZi 2013 (installation detail), fabric, cotton threads, human hair,
video (20 sec), dried fish, approx. 200 x 85 x 50cm

Hair, frequently considered a symbol of beauty, can also be provocative, sexual,
and culturally destabilising—public/private. Patrick Olivelle situates hair in the
current discourse on the body, contrasts the social readings of groomed and
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loose hair, and notes the liminal meanings of hair.29 No other part of the body
seems to hold such a variety of symbolic power across cultures as hair. It is part
of our body, and therefore part of our individual identity, but it can be removed
and grow again. It is the most visible organ of our body, and in this sense is a
manifestation of living, yet it is composed of dead cells only. Hair has become
almost universally a powerful symbol of the relationship between
individuals and society.30 If hair is regarded as symbolic of potency and maturity,
then shorn hair can speak of impotence. While hair is everywhere naturally, once
removed from the body, it gains a certain notoriety, repulsion, distaste and is
often associated with impurity. Shorn hair carries with it the spectre of death as
well as metonymically representing the body, humanity, and nature. It also
implicitly refers to the passing of time, time being marked by the growth of hair.
Consequently, it adds to the temporality of a work.
Yunnan has a long and revered tradition of landscape painting associated with its
stunning mountain scenery and a contemplative view of nature.31 Landscape
painting is a tradition filled with bodily metaphors where “landscape, body and
identity are connected”.32 To reference this local tradition, I exhibited a set of
photographic images of watery landscapes, Shaxi Evening, Invasion (figure 3), Far
Horizon, Beyond the Surface, Lake Er Hai. These images engaged in an intermedial
strategy, being endowed with dimensions consonant with Yunnan’s renowned
landscape painting tradition. Cultural memory gave rise to viewer expectations
of a simple series of beautiful scenery. On closer inspection, however, the images
were, unsettlingly, an unexpected, unconventional look at the subject matter. The
camera’s brutal gaze depicted polluted rivers and algae overgrowth antithetical
to the cultural parameters the images referenced. Stafford proposes that the
brain “responds more strongly to novel images than to habitual sights to which
the observer has become desensitized”.33 This strategy is also validated by
Belting’s proposal that:
The photographic functions for us not so much as a document but as the
reminder of our nearly lost sense that the world possesses hermetic
meanings. This [sic] the photograph can act in two opposite ways: by
either making a bold and deliberate theatrical gesture, or by taking an
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unconventional look at subject matter that seems on the surface quite
ordinary, chosen as if at random.34
The two images that I had punctured with needle and threads presented a
further aberration from expected custom. The effects of the stitching, which
extruded from the canvas and travelled out of the picture plane, echoed the farreaching effects of human intervention on the waterways as well as referencing
the intertwined nature of the impost of the algae. As Kathy O’Dell points out,
the physical act of stitching is a two-way process—in and out—which, in turn, is
metaphoric for actions and effects, both public and private.35

Figure 3: Kay S Lawrence, Invasion 2013, digital image on linen, cotton threads, 40 x 90cm

The large sculptural work, My Body Is Mostly Water (figure 4), used the
connotations associated with binding with textiles. Our Western cultural
histories associate binding and wrapping with precious objects and with keeping
things safe. As a textile technique, binding is used to prevent frayed edges, to
prevent things unravelling or falling apart. Other cultures have used binding to
alter body shapes. In the past, many tribes, including Germanic and Native
American, used skull binding to alter head shapes. This practice is still current in
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some tribes near Vanuatu.36 In relatively recent Chinese cultural history, young
girls’ feet were bound with textiles to inhibit their growth. The resulting
deformed appendages, “golden lilies”, were culturally desirable—a symbol of
beauty—but were functionally almost defunct.37 The victims of this male desire
to exert a cultural impost over nature were able to take mincing steps, if at all.
The large wire sculpture, tightly bound in synthetic indigo-hued velour with
sparse, trailing natural indigo threads,38 loosely interpreted the YangZi and its
tributaries.

Figure 4: Kay S Lawrence, My Body Is Mostly Water 2013, synthetic fabric, natural indigo threads,
1400 x 400 x 100cm

The manufactured synthetic fabric I used symbolised Chinese manufacturing
industries that supply cheap, supposedly disposable fabric and garments
worldwide. These industries have a stranglehold on the once natural
environment—it is all bound up. Indigo threads reference the slowly dying
traditional Chinese artisan industries, and a universal artisan practice. The
thread was sourced at a traditional factory in Yunnan province, run by the
minority Miao people. The process of indigo dyeing is identical globally.39 These
water pollution problems are also local and global. The sculpture alluded to the
cultural restraints imposed on natural phenomena—altering the passage of the
ostensibly unrestrainable, mighty YangZi. The indigo provided the allegorical
threads of interconnectedness of nature and culture, our bodies and water. The
title also conveyed the conceptual underpinning of the project: our reliance on
water and the necessity that we treat it in as considered a manner as we do our
bodies.
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Likewise, colour can play an important metaphoric role in conveying meaning in
an artwork. Murray Knowles and Rosamund Moon consider the use of colour to
be an example of crossovers between verbal and non-verbal metaphor.40 While
they can be symbolic of certain political, national or cultural affiliations, they can
also have more subtle connotations—such as references to emotions—thus
positioning viewers in an aesthetic space between abstraction and
representation, never fully committed to either. I used blue fabric and threads in
My Body Is Mostly Water to represent pure blue water. In YangZi , the scroll
embroidery had a winter white artificial silk support embroidered on the ‘wrong’
side so that its lustre was lost. This fabric alluded to cultural losses (traditional
silks) and natural losses (due to manufacturing). Symbolically, white is the
colour of metals and death in China.41 The nuance of the shade winter white
would probably not have resonated with my Chinese viewers: are we in the
winter of humanity’s existence? Is there a possibility of spring?
Mary Poovey proposes that metaphors are instruments of reduction. They
“subdue material complexities by imposing an analytic framework that carries
its own history of connotations and deployments”.42 This proposition is directly
applicable to Atomic No. 4 (figure 5), which referenced the same polluted
waterfall and riverscapes as YangZi, encountered while trekking in the
spectacular Tiger Leaping Gorge. My guide identified the source of pollution as
rare mineral excavation, specifically Beryllium and Tungsten, for use in the
manufacture of that beloved cultural commodity with in-built obsolescence—the
mobile phone. For obvious metaphorical reasons, mobile phones were used as
the vehicle to display the video imagery. True to form, one of them ceased to
work during the exhibition, demonstrating the obsolescence that was a
conceptual parameter of the work. The title refers to the fact that Beryllium is
atomic number 4 on the periodic table of the elements,43 and that number 4 is
considered extremely unlucky in China.44 It is avoided if at all possible, due to its
pronunciation in Mandarin, sounding like the word for death, thereby
introducing a metaphor for death. This work displayed a complex set of
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ecological and cultural considerations, collapsed into one line of vision through
the use of metaphors.

Figure 5: Kay S Lawrence, Atomic No 4 2013, 4 mobile phones, digital videos, 20sec loops

In the same exhibition, I exhibited an installation entitled Acting the Goat (figure
6). A goat skull was displayed alongside an object made from human hair shaped
to mimic a goat skull and a series of performative images in which I am wearing
the skull as a mask. When a mask is worn by a body, it uses the body as a carrier
medium to produce a new picture, where the invisible body and the visible
picture transmute into a single entity, the body having dual roles as medium and
image. The relationship of the mask to the face that it conceals cannot be
dismissed as mere concealment or redefinition and change either. Belting states
that the “real” face that is the focus of the image is not necessarily that which it
conceals; it is a shared cultural construction,45 self-referential to all who view the
image. The skull, by its very nature, is an image of death; thus, the works relayed
an inconsistency of conjoined life, death—human and animal—and
transformation within the same image. The goat was one of the very first animals
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to be domesticated by humans—over 10,000 years ago—and its skull is symbolic
of man’s historical wrangling concerning nature and culture.

Figure 6: Kay S Lawrence, Acting the Goat #1 2013, digital image on photo rag, 60 x 42cm
In the performative images, the mask is used metonymically to represent
endangered nature, stripped bare by the fleshy corporeality of the body in whose
grasp it is held. The body, disturbingly, seems to be losing control as it fights to
maintain balance in every image. If, as Roland Barthes and Belting propose, a
photograph paradoxically presents a moment in past time,46 then
anthropologically, where are these images situated? What is the truth of the
image? Where on the continuum of human habitation do they reside? The
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answers can only be determined by the viewer using contextual information and
individual perception. The metonymic properties of hair again invoked the
human body and simultaneously invoked its responsibilities concerning the
natural world and its own endangered status.
Summary
In this opening chapter, I have discussed the use of metaphor as a device that
enables the layering of complex meanings into works, using theories by George
Lakoff, Mark Johnson, and others. Further, I have described the metaphoric use
of materials, colours, the body, cultural representations, patterns, formats,
masks, language, and symbols, and the metonymic use of hair and skulls in the
2013 Kunming exhibition, My Body Is Mostly Water. Through a number of artists
talks, workshops and direct comments by Chinese artists, I was able to ascertain
that my Chinese audience understood the conceptual bases of the works,
although ecological considerations were anomolous to some of the audience.
In the next chapter, the history and materiality of the two types of materials—
textiles and digital mediums—are separately considered in relation to their use
in this project.
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Chapter 2: Cloth and Code
Cloth is the body’s first architecture; it protects, conceals and reveals; it
carries our weight, swaddles us at birth and covers us in sleep and in death.
Ann Hamilton1
To know the history of embroidery is to know the history of women.
Rozsika Parker2
Thread can change the value of things, turning the useful into the futile, and
futile into useful. Thread can both collect and break up power. Thread can
represent gender and change identity. Thread is both real and imaginary.
Thread is sensitive and sharp. Thread is a process, something you go
through.
Lin Tianmiao3
The digitalization of the world – the lopsided concentration on intellectual
work – calls out for balance from the hand and body.
Markus Brüderlin4
This chapter will briefly address the history and the materiality of the two
classes of mediums employed extensively in this research: textiles and digital
mediums. Textiles have a long and rich history in comparison to digital mediums,
but both are ubiquitous in our everyday lives now. The embedded materiality of
various textile mediums makes them particularly powerful metaphors in
contemporary works of art. The materiality of digital mediums, specifically
pictorial forms, is related to the haptic as well as visual senses. Barbara Maria
Stafford theorises that the work of the senses goes beyond vision and manifests
as acts of exchange with the material conditions of our embodied existence.5
Arguably, in Western art history, the aesthetic debate has been dominated by
consideration of visual,6 or scopic, rather than haptic or other sensual elements.
My works are grounded in the premise that multi-sensorial stimuli are used by
the body to process and respond to works of art. Employing haptic and visual
aesthetics in concert is integral to my conceptual intent—to stimulate the
engagement between the viewer and the work. Haptic senses comprise the
tactile, kinesthetic and proprioceptive senses, which employ “aspects of
engagement that are qualitatively distinct from the capabilities of the visual
sense”.7 According to Jennifer Fisher, unlike the exteroceptive senses (sight,
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taste, smell, touch, hearing), which utilise external stimuli, the haptic or tactile
senses utilise internal stimuli to sense temperature, presences, pressures,
vibration, dimensionality and motion in space. Given the intimate interaction
between the sensory and motor functions of the haptic system and the sheer
complexity of its functioning, it is unsurprising that scientific research has
proven that much of the sensory information being produced is generated at a
subconscious level using kinaesthetic sensory awareness.8 Introceptive9 and
proprioceptive10 sensors determine the way we experience the sense of touch
both on the surface of our skin and inside our bodies. As viewers, we can
therefore identify and sense many qualities in an object without actually
touching it.11
It is the embodied/embedded material language that imparts a strong
conceptual facet in this research. Textile artworks provide for a more intricate
and insistent narrative to be read into their fabrication. Christopher Tilley
articulates that “material forms complement what can be communicated in
language rather than duplicating what can be said in words”.12 My research has
identified ways in which certain visible and invisible connections inherent in
textile materials can be used, literally and metaphorically, to enhance the
concepts and subtexts of works. While the visible connections operate at a scopic
level, the emotionally charged invisible connections influence haptic and somatic
responses. The basic connection between our mind and body, how we perceive
and translate that which we encounter, is critical to the sense of touch. Touch
refers not only to physical contact with the surface, but also to our somatic
responses to what the eyes see and the ways in which we are ‘touched’ by events
and experiences in our world. Touch can be intangible, arousing sentimental or
painful associations.
TEXTILE MEDIUMS
A textile has several guises: it may be a material, technique, metaphor or
medium. Many textile techniques intertwine multitudes of fragile threads into
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sturdy structures. In this exegesis, the terms ‘textile’, ‘fibre’ and ‘cloth’ are used
interchangeably.
A Brief History of Textile Mediums
Textiles are among the oldest and most pervasive art objects still produced and
used today. In the past, they were used to create many precious, secular and
ecclesiastical objectsmedieval tapestries, Chinese silk embroideries and
ancient Peruvian textiles, to name but a few. These objects display numerous
textile techniques still current, including knitting, crochet, binding, tatting,
weaving, felting, and embroidery. In the past, these textile traditions and the
production of handmade, utilitarian textiles provided the backbone of many
economies. This position has altered with the advent of cheap, synthetic and
mechanised modes of production, which provide the clothing and other textile
items necessary for our daily living. Today, as in past times, textile production
unfortunately maintains a connection with the subjugation of disadvantaged
workers.
Interestingly, in Hindu philosophy, a textile is a metaphor for the human
condition, something we know through its materiality and our senses.13 The
most direct and powerful metaphor lies within textile traditions that function to
gather multitudes of fibrous entities too fragile on their own into an interlocking
wholeness. The two types of mediums used in this research—textiles and
digital—possess vastly different material characteristics. However, I have used
them all as fibres in a textile practice, which I have woven together using rhythm,
repetition, abstractions, and metaphors.
The communicative power of textiles was recognised in the fifth century BC
by Sophocles, in a play that depicted a rape victim whose tongue had been cut
out by the rapist to prevent her identifying him. The unfortunate but resourceful
woman communicated her story in a tapestry, which led to the criminal being
identified and punished.14 In more recent times, women in Bihar, India, Chile,
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Peru, and South-east Asia have articulated stories of oppression in appliqued and
embroidered story cloths.
The embroidery sampler was for hundreds of years produced as a
demonstration or test of skills, or to proclaim wisdom, or proverbs extolling the
virtues of hearth and home. In the twenty-first century, New York artists Andrea
Dezsö15 and Elaine Reichek16 successfully use the sampler format and the
language of textiles to convey vigorous social and political comments. Their
works (figures 7 and 8) display the techniques and precision expected of
traditional embroidery, but include subversive content to convey “powerful,
provocative, and often satirical commentary on contemporary society, politics,
and personal history”.17 This creates a paradoxical situation as the invisible,
familiar, domestic, and decorative associations of the medium are juxtaposed
with the conflicting reality of the artist’s message. However time invested in the
work gives weight to the message through the signal of commitment.

Image removed

Figure 7: Andrea Dezsö, My Mother Claimed That… 2006, cotton embroidery on cotton, 13 x 13cm
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Figure 8: Elaine Reicheck, Sampler (Ovid’s Weavers) 1996, embroidery on linen, 49.5 x 88.9cm

In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, political messages concerning slavery,
temperance, and patriotism were transmitted via embroidered domestic textiles
and handkerchiefs. As Russell Smith points out, this “in itself is paradoxical, since
slow, painstaking embroidery is hardly an appropriate medium for the
expression of an urgent message”.18
Because of the omnipresence of textiles, they are a particularly potent mode of
communication. No matter how basic the cloth, it has the ability to carry richly
layered social, political and cultural conventions,19 encompassing both
culturally-specific and trans-cultural links. Realising this, Mahatma Ghandi
utilised the semiotic power of cloth in India’s early twentieth-century struggle
for independence from the British, by weaving and wearing traditional, handspun and hand-woven khadi instead of British style clothing. This was a
statement of resistance to the British piracy of India’s indigenous cotton
industry.20
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Textiles are closely aligned with expressions of solidarity within and across
social or cultural groups. They play significant roles in bringing communities
together, quilt groups—such as the AIDS quilt project21—and knitting circles in
peaceful times, and also in turbulent times when communities rally to support
those in need by providing blankets and garments. The continuing use of textiles
in uniting stakeholders in environmental and social justice projects is perhaps
due to collaborative projects, societies, and aid groups being largely femaledriven.22
Embracing the physical, tactile nature of textile-making provides a grounded,
physical response to stress, which calms and enables the mind and body to be
interiorised,23 inducing a transcendent, almost hypnotic state, of mind “where
brain waves harmonize and heart rate, muscle tension, and blood pressure
decrease”.24 Interestingly, there has been a resurgence of such projects in the
West in recent years. While some have attributed this to the events of 9/11,
Kerry Willis believes that the probable cause is more complex, and related to
issues of comfort, creativity and the influence of social media.25 Markus
Brüderlin attributes this renaissance as a response to the growing virtualisation
of our everyday activities and the hand’s need to engage with the world in a
more sensory way, with textiles seen as the “ideal medium for responding to this
need for sensuality”.26
Like many textile forms, knitting has a long utilitarian history and social
tradition,27 and has morphed from handmade to industrial with myriad
functional applications. Other textile forms have strong historical links, but for
the purpose of this exegesis, the history of embroidery will serve as a proxy for
all textile forms. Historically, all fibre arts have been grouped together as
‘women’s work’ and not accorded the same revered status as other, traditionally
male-dominated, art forms, such as painting and sculpture.28
The oldest extant pieces of embroidery were found in Egyptian tombs.29
Embroidery techniques have changed little since their inception; the basic
embroidery stitches in use today (such as chain stitch) are evident in surviving
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examples from the warring States period in China's history in the fifth to third
century BC.30 Today, machines can emulate this painstaking hand stitching.
Consequently, hand embroidery as an artistic medium presents a continuing
challenge in development of a visual language using mediums that are already so
culturally and historically loaded. In contemporary art practice, the execution of
hand stitching varies from meticulous to intentionally naïve to messy. Rozsika
Parker postulates that the complex and contradictory history of embroidery
demonstrates that the obdurate separation of femininity/embroidery from
masculinity/professionalism, which was the demarcator of embroidery as
appropriate to the women’s sphere, had profound implications on the historical
development and acceptance of textile techniques into the realm of fine arts.31
Until quite recently, because of textiles’ functional quality and association with
the domestic and the decorative, their makers’ role has been relegated to that of
artisan in the craft tradition—rather than artist in a fine art context.32 Parker and
Griselda Pollock assert that the “feminine stereotype is one of the major
elements in the construction of the current view of the history of art”.33 The
art/craft debate was predicated on the premise of “what white European men
make is dignified by the label ‘art’, while that which everyone else makes counts
only as craft”.34 As Parker succinctly states, much of the criticism of textile art
stemmed from the sexist basis of historical judgements on the usage of textile
materials:
[the] art/craft hierarchy suggests that art made with thread and art made
with paint are intrinsically unequal: that the former is artistically less
significant. But the real differences between the two are in terms of where
they are made and who makes them.35
Consequently, in the twentieth century, many female artists felt so
overwhelmingly constrained by this marginalisation of textile arts, particularly
embroidery and its concomitant alignment with feminine submission—docility,
obedience, domesticity36—that they ignored the entire tranche of fibre arts.
Today, in a non-art context, these textile techniques are practised mostly by
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people who wish to use their hands to engage with the materiality of their
chosen mediums. As Maxine Bristow explains, the
expressive potential of a textile work is not communicated outwardly
through an overt sensuality or explicit references, but is deeply
embedded and embodied, articulated through the awakening of corporeal
practices, nuance of gesture, slow repetitive rhythms, and a dense
accumulation of subtly modulated surfaces that silently speak of the
process of their making.37
In The Subversive Stitch: Embroidery and the Making of the Feminine, Parker
traces the history of embroidery from medieval times, when it was a professional
art practised by both genders. After the Renaissance, embroidery became
indelibly associated with stereotypes of femininity, and labelled “a
quintessentially feminine craft”,38 rather than art. As it evolved into a feminine
leisure activity practised by the upper classes, the image of the medieval
embroiderer working his/her fingers to the bone gave way to hand embroidery
being “prized and sentimentalised for its evocation of home, hearth and heart”.39
Parker explores the ritual of embroidery’s dual face; how it historically
functioned as a source of constraint for women, while also providing a weapon of
resistance. On the one hand, the act of embroidery was one where women
manifested supposedly natural feminine characteristics of piety, feeling, taste,
and domestic dedication; on the other hand, it was the instrument that enabled a
woman to abolish aspects of herself that did not conform to femininity. While for
many women, embroidery signified absolute innocence and subservience, many
of the subjugated sex used it as a means of self-defence, as a way of establishing
an inviolate female space. This allowed women a degree of self-containment and
the opportunity to sit together without feeling that they were neglecting their
domestic duties, “wasting time or betraying their husband by maintaining
independent social bonds”.40 In the late-nineteenth century, the advent of
embroidery machines meant that it was no longer widely produced by hand.
Despite its designation as a genteel female pastime, a small number of artists,
including Sonia Delaunay and Sophie Taeuber-Arp, used textile materials in their
artworks during the early-twentieth century. By the early 1920s, Dada,
Surrealism, and Russian Constructivism had all attempted to obliterate the
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distinction between fine arts and crafts. Although all three movements failed to
achieve their ideals, these actions effectively opened up a space for women
artists, whose traditional areas of artistic and creative endeavour had previously
been deemed beneath the attention of fine art practitioners.
Further, the Russian Constructivists attempted, with limited success, to use
embroidery as a revolutionary tool in the early-twentieth century. In the same
era, the British Women's Suffrage Movement successfully employed embroidery
to change ideas about women and femininity, rather than transform the place
and function of art. They wanted embroidery to evoke femininity as a source of
strength—not as evidence of women's weakness. Strategically, on their banners,
they purposefully employed embroidery, applique and paint—in Suffrage
colours of purple, green, and white—to convey embroidery as an appropriate
and equal partner to paint. Moreover, to counter the anti-suffrage propaganda
that depicted feminists as unwomanly, they carried parasols also embroidered in
these colours. This was significant, since these objects were considered to be the
“quintessentially feminine” accessory at the time.41
In the 1990s Ghada Amer, in a manner befitting a modern day suffragette, also
began to use paint and thread conjointly as a conceptual, political tool. She
rationalised that embroidery was the “women’s tool par excellence”42 due to its
tedious and fragile nature, while paint had been the male’s tool for centuries.
Subsequently, Amer developed her own aesthetic language employing these two
mediums in concert to address the subject of female sexuality and associated
myths and gender clichés as well as the historical suppression of the female
voice.43 Working from a feminist base, she has gained international acclaim using
similar figures and techniques combined with paint in multimedia works. Amer’s
nude female figures function as subject in a conceptual manner quite distinct
from mine, although she, too, seeks to breakdown the dualisms relevant to her
existence. She speaks from the perspective of being part of dual cultures; one
Eastern, one Western. Her works induce a discourse between exotic and familiar,
intimate and public, male and female. In Knotty but Nice (figure 9), and similar
works, Amer seeks to address the male gaze that has objectified women’s bodies
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for centuries. Her appropriation of the “blunt and anonymous sensuality”44 of
pornographic imagery seeks to challenge this hierarchy through the use of
female sexuality as a vehicle of empowerment, and she perverts the traditions of
embroidery. Her embroidery style parallels my own use of thickets of loose,
trailing threads demonstrated by my 2011 Re/formation series (figures 12, 19,
33, 34).

Image removed

Figure 9: Ghada Amer, Knotty but Nice 2005, acrylic, embroidery and gel medium on canvas,
274.3 x 365.8cm

Amer’s strategy for referencing the fact that although women may be “repressed
at the site of sexuality, sexuality can be a universalizing site of empowerment”45
is to depict pornographic imagery of females, using the quintessential tool of
embroidery, where the needle and threads penetrate the male space of the
painted canvas. This stitching of cloth underscores Amer’s and my perception of
‘women’s work’ and gender stereotypes, and our distinctive styles of embroidery
layer further meaning in the works.
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The repositioning of textiles into a fine art context gained strength with the
second wave of feminism in the 1970s using embroidery in a “fine art and
feminine context”.46 As female artists grappled with complex issues surrounding
gender equality, they strove to make art that reflected contemporary women's
lives and experiences, and attempted to bring more visibility to women’s art
practice. One of the ways they articulated these concerns was through their use
of textile materials. Parker attributes the overall recognition of textiles as a valid
field for fine art practice to their adoption, in the twentieth century, by males as
mediums in their own art.47 Later generations of mostly female artists—such as
Dezsö, Reichek and Orly Cogan—have subverted embroidery’s alignment with
feminine submission and gentility, and used embroidery to robustly address
contemporary social, cultural and political issues.
Cogan48 uses delicacy and precision to create thought-provoking narratives with
her embroidery on vintage linens. Her artworks employ humour and irony to
deal with women’s roles in contemporary culture through an exploration of
history, tradition, fairy tales, nature, relationships and intimacy. She creates a
dialogue using vintage embroidered linens to which she adds a layer of
provocation (such as hand-sewn pubic hair) and depictions of female heroines
who express their anxieties, insecurities, vanities and desires through visual
narratives.49 The works become an unconventional dialogue between the old and
the new and they have both a tactile and symbolic presence. Cogan regards
herself as a collaborator50 and honours the earnest efforts of the original maker
while transforming ‘women's work’ into something beautiful, evocative and
unexpected. These facets of her work are illustrated in Bittersweet Obsessions
(figure 10). The tactile and refined undertones of the linens are unexpectedly
juxtaposed with references to femininity and certain aspects of contemporary
culture, such as drug consumption and binge eating. The anomaly between the
embroidered imagery of the past and that of the present stresses the differences
between feminine preoccupations and modes of expression, then and now.
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Figure 10: Orly Cogan, Bittersweet Obsessions 2007, hand embroidery and applique on vintage
linen, 122 x 122cm

Keith Miller and Tara Burk, when curating the 2004 exhibition, Threadbare: A
Subversive Aesthetic, viewed the works created by the female artists in the
exhibition “with materials pejoratively designated as ‘women’s work’… (as)
inherently politicized aesthetic objects”51 that challenged the foundations of art
historical discourse and what defined art and acceptable media. In a postpostmodern context, formal accomplishment has regained equal status to
conceptual issues. In the late-twentieth century, as concerns of materiality
overtook those of concept, the array of mediums used to create works using
textile traditions and techniques erupted. Brüderlin acknowledges that their use
as medium, technique, material, and idea became increasingly widespread in the
avant-gardist movements of the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s—in material and antiform art (e.g., Eva Hesse), Soft Art and Pop Art (e.g., Sigmar Polke), Fluxus (e.g.,
Joseph Beuys), Minimal Art (e.g., Agnes Martin), and Arte Povera (e.g.,
Michelangelo Pistoletto).52
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Materiality of Textiles
The use of textiles as an aesthetic and critical language finds support from
Victoria Mitchell, who cites the common roots and meanings for textiles across
different languages. She proposes that this suggests textiles are a form of
language, and that textiles “as metaphor have assumed in recent writing the
agency of a sensory idea, a material of thought, so that it becomes possible to
speak of textile thought and literacy”.53 The English language is littered with
expressions and metaphors that indicate how significant textiles are in our
everyday consciousness; for example, we refer to “life hanging by a thread”,
“moral fibre”, “spinning a yarn”, to name but a few. Today, textiles are evolving
their own language, and textile practice has its own theory.54 Textiles have
traditionally had a role in shaping social, cultural and individual identity. In a
contemporary context, Penina Barnett delineates the term ‘textile’ as referring
“to a broad ranging set of critical practices situated within the contexts of visual
and material culture, and addressing questions about personal, social and
cultural meaning”.55 The works emanating from my studio research contain
many threads, both in material and metaphorical terms; threads are the
materials used to endow works with both an inner life and public presence,
creating characteristic visual tension.
Unlike other more traditional drawing or sculptural materials, soft, pliable
textiles behave differently; their physical properties transmit messages
concerning flexibility, containment, tactility, and provide a “potent conduit for
cultural expression”.56 Sometimes, textiles are used symbolically or
metaphorically; sometimes, as Marshall McLuhan argues, the medium is the
message, as it “shapes and controls the scale and form of human association and
actions”,57 with the innate characteristics or invisible connotations purveying the
user’s message. Gordon’s observation that cloth “is not static, but a living
presence”58 incorporates the realm of potential signifiers that textiles as
mediums can encompass.
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In a fine art context, material threads may assume various guises. They may be
fine vertical lines articulated in the compositional space to create a delicate
interplay of visual, abstract elements with metaphorical resonances in a
feminine tradition. Threads and fabric strips wrap around objects in the creation
of sculptures. In my works threads are embroidered on fabric and photographs,
or they loop between objects linking them. In corners or out of the floor, they
burst forth organically like vegetation, wind around objects, or appear like lumps
on a surface. They intermingle with modern technology, both symbolically and
literally, to address contemporary issues.

Figure 11: Kay S Lawrence, Condishions or Circumstance (detail) 2012, installation, 52 digital
images on photo rag (28 x 21cm), digital sound device, speakers, silk embroidery on linen (40 x
35cm), silk threads, shadows

One guise that thread took in the work Condishions or Circumstance (figure 11)
was as a link between the individual, nature, culture and the modern
technological age. This multimedia installation explored the endlessly repeated
juxtaposition of first-world technology in the third-world reality of Laos
(arguably one of the poorest countries in the world59). The works reference
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contemporary ecological, economic, social and cultural concerns in Laos. Despite
their straitened circumstances, many Laotians have embraced technology and
mass communications, preferring to spend precious resources on technology
that maintains communication with the outside world, rather than physical
comforts. There is no indigenous tradition of literacy in Laos. Traditional
communication, via the “lam”, or folk song, is being preserved. One current use of
the lam is the provision of health education concerning HIV/AIDS, a
contemporary problem. My installation featured a digital sound device
broadcasting the lam, intertwined with a grid of dozens of digital images, and an
embroidery of stupas, white silk threads, that were wrapped around technology
cables, creating a drawing—an abstract microcosm within the overall
installation. The voice singing the lam invoked the presences of the inhabitants
of the lowly dwellings, the chanting monks from the temples and those absent
due to the disease. The Laotian silk threads extended the work and articulated
space. The spatial location of the threads as an architectural insert activated the
totality of the space and drew the spectator into the work. This caused a more
intimate and proximal relationship in the gallery space and further
contemplation of the surfaces of the work.
Conceptually, cloth occupies a liminal position in our perception of the world, as
it is a central signifier differentiating nature from culture. Additionally, it
inhabits the interstices of our environment, providing the intersection of the
body with the public sphere. This liminal state, as Catherine Dormor proposes,
“emphasises the porosity of the boundary between haptic and scopic, self and
other, body and non-body”.60 This conjoined liminality makes cloth a particularly
powerful metaphor for the body when its permeability, transfiguration and
receptiveness in cloth’s relationship and interactions with the human body is
used to invoke the corporeal body. The aesthetic potential of works has been
enhanced by exploiting the immanent qualities of textile as a metaphor for skin
through their porosity, tactility, pliability, fragility, and ephemerality or the use
of their sculptural qualities to suggest the body’s absence or presence.
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Figure 12: Kay S Lawrence, Engagement with… (detail) 2011,
digital image on cotton, cotton embroidery, 203 x 120cm

In the exhibition Re/formations 2011, threads simultaneously defined and
concealed bodies. Delicate images on delicate fabric respond to changing light
and airflow. The three-dimensionality proposed by the loose swinging threads
embodied the drawn figures. Engagement with… (figure 12) illustrates how the
work demanded a performance of the viewer, who must look with intimate focus
at the work to see the particular stitches and what they outline. This sequence of
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looking and looking again could be labelled as engaging with an embedded script
and is an integral part of the structure of the work.
In choosing to work against the precision expected of the craft of embroidery by
working abstractly and intuitively in order to explore cloth’s tactile and
evocative qualities, my approach parallels that used by Anne Wilson, whose
works probe the limits of the body, its senses, memory and perception. She
marries the material and metaphoric associations of cloth with all the paradoxes
of ‘women’s work’.
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Figure 13: Anne Wilson, Mendings, no. 3 1995, hair, thread, cloth, 8 x 15cm

Wilson describes her practice as an “abstract topography suggesting mapping
and navigation, both internal and external to the body”.61 In her series Mendings
(figure 13), Wilson explores themes of time, loss, and private and social rituals
by using found materials (table linen, bed sheets, human hair, lace, thread, and
wire) that are familiar and rich with cultural meanings. Wilson has used worn
family linens that represent “security, stability, propriety and formality” and
human hair that represents “the visceral, the unkempt, the disruptive, the
deadly”.62 While the body is never physically present, it is metaphorically
represented through the tactile qualities of cloth and hand embroidery and
metonymically by hair. The white cloth evokes skin and the shroud, a metaphor
for loss. The holes intimate orifices, wounds and a sense of fragility.
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Using textiles alongside digital technologies highlights how the materiality of
textiles can influence the way in which equally ubiquitous digital mediums
function in their presence. Maria Elena Buszek postulates that the “sensuous,
tactile ‘information’ of [cloth] speaks…of a direct connection to humanity that is
perhaps endangered, or at the very least being rapidly reconfigured in our
technologically saturated”63 lives, where anything analogue or handmade
generates novelty deviations from the norm.
DIGITAL MEDIUMS
A Brief History of Digital Mediums
While the term ‘digital’ is a purely technical concept referring to the method of
encoding data to facilitate its communication, with the overwhelming adoption
and development of digital technologies, we are now in the midst of one of the
most dramatic technological transformations in human history.
While textiles have played important roles in human lives for thousands of years,
firm foundations for digital mediums were laid only in the first half of the
twentieth century and did not become securely embedded in contemporary
culture until the 1990s. Arguably, this may have been connected to the advent of
the internet in the mid-1990s providing a means for global connectivity.
Developments and inventions in military defence and weaponry systems were,
and are, critical to the evolution of digital technologies.64 As developments in
digital technology continue to occur in research and academic environments, the
history of digital mediums in works of art is inextricably linked to science and
technology developments rather than art historical causes. The innovative use of
these technologies by artists has led to the evolution of extraordinary,
exponential developments in digital technologies not previously envisaged.65 For
the purpose of this exegesis, the consideration of digital mediums is limited to
video, still images, 3D printing and sound.
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The immense capacity of electronic computers to encode, store and present a
vast variety of information has afforded digital mediums their central role in
contemporary culture. The ongoing popularity of digital imaging in recent years
has led to the development of higher image resolution, so that the tone has
become more continuous, with individual pixels less visible. Digital works are
infinitely reproducible, using the embedded code in the digital file. There is no
original; all reproductions bear equal status. Theoretically, a digital image has an
infinite life, but the processes of reproduction are subject to the efficacy of the
electronic processes by which it is stored. When these processes become
outdated, the retention and communicability of the digital code becomes
endangered. This in-built obsolescence is indicative of the consumerist culture in
which we function and symbolic of wasteful practices which contribute to
current ecological problems.
The functions and characteristics of digital media, particularly photography, are
continuously mutating and transmogrifying within contemporary art practice.
The use of digital devices as tools for the production of works of art initially
transmuted to the use of digital technologies as the mediums of the works. The
proliferation of digital video art flowed through to installation art, with video
viewing devices, such as television sets, becoming sculptural elements in
installations.

The Materiality of Digital Mediums
In this digital age, images and sounds have no physical connections to their
carrier medium. Previously, analogue fields such as audio tape or photographic
prints created an indexical representation of reality. Digital mediums do not use
continuously variable representational relationships to present data. Instead, the
digital medium is fragmented, composed of many distinct units, translated into
binary structures of zeroes and ones, which translate—according to a set of
encoded instructions—to display images, video or sound. Communication thus
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arises from a digital code rather than a physical medium. Consequently, “their
mediality has become discontinuous; it is, to use the technological term,
‘discrete’.”66 French philosopher Jean Baudrillard posits that the term “medium”
becomes intangible, and immaterial, through digital means.
The medium itself is no longer identifiable as such, and the merging of the
medium and the message (McLuhan) is the first great formula of this new
age. There is no longer any medium in the literal sense: it is now
intangible, diffuse and diffracted in the real, and it can no longer even be
said that the latter is distorted by it.67
Digital mediums are probably more evanescent than textile mediums. Textiles
still exist that are thousands of years old; current digital works will not traverse
history so adroitly. In effect, both sets of mediums are metaphoric for the
transience of life. The actual digital medium decays, leading to the assertion that
digital media are as fragile as analogue. Additionally, while analogue video
suffers from bodily decay as the tape demagnetises, digital video decays through
“bit-rot”, William Gibson’s evocative term for lossy compression, information
loss that renders images increasingly noisy, blurred or pixelated. 68
It could be said that digital technologies occupy the border between material and
immaterial, but I concur with Fo Wilson, curator of The New Materiality: Digital
Dialogues at the Boundaries of Contemporary Craft, who argues, “digital
technology is part of a new materiality in craft”.69 Wilson proposes that artists
address a new “human experience that conjoins physical and virtual perception”
in a way envisaged by new media theorist Mark Hansen. Hansen relates “new”
media to the “refunctionalization of the body as a processor of information”.70
Most of my digital works are videos, still images, and sound files. However, I have
recently begun experimenting with 3D printing. Whether working with hands
and raw materials, or digital technologies, I demonstrate equivalent obsessions
with process and materiality. With 3D printing, I physically render the virtual.
This has enabled me to use tacit knowledge and sensibility of the forms found in
nature and to re-create them using digital technology to print a wooden tree. The
biodegradable plastic filament used in the printing is 40% recycled wood with
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binding polymers. 3D printing with wood is astounding enough, but this filament
actually mimics wood grain through varying the temperature of the print head.
After printing, the “wood” can be cut, ground, and polished.71 My use of 3D
printing is in its infancy, but the potential for creative applications using it and
other skills, such as laser cutting and digital knitting, open a new field for
sculptural practice in terms of both concept and materiality. The recent
exhibition at the Museum of Arts and Design, New York, Out of Hand:
Materializing the Postdigital showcased an array of sculptural works utilising the
latest digital technologies. This exhibition acknowledged that the significant use
of digital technologies by artists concerned with the materiality of their mediums
is burgeoning and seemingly endless.
While digital technologies may have become commonplace in daily life, they are
not actually substitutes for the older technologies that they have displaced.
As Alessandro Ludovico proposes, there is no point arguing in terms of binaries
when considering digital technologies and those they replace. Specifically
referring to print mediums and digital replacements, he iterates that each
medium has its own intrinsic qualities and they are not equal substitutes for
each other.72 For example, a 3D printed tree possesses its own aesthetic and
material qualities, but will never replace the materiality and beauty of that which
it mimics in nature.
In this research, my performative image and video works use the body to
transform particular circumstances into subject matter. These works investigate
spatial relationships and critical issues, with a focus on the body. The paradox of
performance art and temporary installations is that while the event is
ephemeral, its documentation survives and attests to its prior existence.
However, not all images of performing bodies are documentation of ephemeral
events; some are staged visual compositions with the visual recording being the
actual artwork. Rather than rendering the corporeal body obsolete, telematics
offer it a fourth dimension.73
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Due to the ability of digital mediums to record the specificity of place and time,
photographic works transcend our physical space and thus convey
juxtapositions, transgressions and dislocations in notions of time and space. If
the video uses the body as the principal purveyor of the message, as I do, then
the viewer is effectively responding to the cues of another body. Sally Reilly
proposes that
video space has the quality of an abstract, idealized arena into which the
body can project itself—a technological simulacrum in which anything is
possible but risks disappearing at the flick of a switch or at the whim of
the editor.74
What is the materiality of a temporal medium? Time is transient, fluid,
unpredictable. Video imaging uses light and time as sculptural tools in a quest to
create a contextual framework for making sense of our temporal experiences.
A video introduces a set of gestures and imagery that cannot be performed live.
In my ongoing series of performances, Great Walks of the World 2008–ongoing,
staged in various locations in Australia and across the globe, the non-gendered,
anonymous body is never figuratively present. Occasionally, we may glimpse a
foot, a hand, or a garment. Sometimes, we see the body as a shadow. Sometimes,
we hear the sound of moving feet on squeaky sand, or creaky floorboards, or
pounding on concrete. In these works, I recreate a relationship with reality while
simultaneously exploring the social potential of the medium to give public voice
to my own values and concerns. These works continually retrace the margins of
self in the world, confronting the boundaries between the artist’s body as agent
and its function as a site for creative work. They are not self-exploitative, nor
narcissistic, or ambiguous. The idea of “bodies of difference (female, poor,
racial, queer, displaced or aged)” is not applicable to these works except for
perhaps “female” and “ageing” bodies—marginalised, but to a lesser extent than
others. In these works, the body is referenced as fragmented, unsupported,
erratic, challenged, and technologically mediated; and sculpture is an activity not
an object. The body intertwines vision and movement, object and environment.
Frequently, the editing and production are simply a rearrangement of unaltered
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sequences; at other times, I use re-videoing to endow the works with a haptic
interface.
Tactile modes of representation are discouraged and generally deemed
subordinate to visual modes in Western art history. Moreover, the tactile is
associated with the feminine; the optical, and particularly abstraction, associated
with the male.75 Purposefully, my videos employ “haptic visuality”, a term coined
by Laura U Marks, who draws upon a phenomenological framework of embodied
spectatorship to explore the multisensory nature of perception as it relates to
video and film.76 This term relates how vision can be tactile, signifying, through
its materiality, an engagement between the viewer and the object being
represented. Marks theorises that bodily awareness can invoke the viewer to
respond to the moving image in an intimate, embodied way. Our visual brain
endlessly seeks resolution. However, Marks describes haptic visuality as the
metaphorical caressing by the eyes of the surface of a screen object. Marks
suggests that the use of haptic elements is a feminist strategy rather than a
particular feminine form of perception.77 This strategy engages a more embodied
viewer, as it embraces materiality, is all-inclusive of the senses, and deemphasises cognitive engagement.
Marks recognises, perversely, that nostalgia for analogue films has prompted the
use of techniques of analogue emulation, such as re-videoing, asserting its
particular embodiment.78 Re-recording of digital video is one strategy to emulate
analogue techniques, subverting the characteristics of contemporaneous highdefinition digital video.
Great Walks of the World# Philadelphia (figure 14) thwarts the linear narrative
time sequence through reducing the speed of video and the repeated, rerecording of the video imagery, which provides the flickering effect of early film.
The resultant images are ambiguous and obscure, rather than narrative,
engaging the viewer in an almost subliminal way by testing memory and
perception. A haptic approach to the surface of video, which accentuates the
electronic fluctuations of skin and the body’s flashy contacts with the screen,
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radically undermines…the notion of the body as a unified representation
or distinct biological organism opposed to mind, thought, and the
machine. When used in this way, video reduces to almost nothing the
distance between the electronic wash of the image, the filmed body, and
the viewer.79

Figure 14: Kay S Lawrence, Great Walks of the World# Philadelphia 2013 (video stills exhibited as
discrete images), digital images on fabric, 60 x 200cm

As the shadow of the anonymous, gender-ambiguous figure strides through the
landscape, not separate nor distinct from it, we perceive a fusion of nature and
culture in the human body. While the environmental evidence of humans’ effect
on nature abound, there is universality of the landscape; nothing speaks to us of
its whereabouts beyond the fact that it is quite obviously an urban one. The
viewer scans the video/images for information on what is being represented. In
the absence of dialogue or any meaningful soundtrack, the spontaneous, quasidocumentary nature of the initial video recording gives way to painterly
concerns with light and shadow, formal composition, and a rich, but subdued,
colour palette. The work does not include representations of human beings, but
we are always focused on the human presence that is evoked at every step. The
body is not encapsulated by the frame; traces of the body are perceived as the
shadow moves into, up and across the picture plane. This treatment destabilises
the body and renders it liminal. It conveys a tension between bodily presence
and absence. Slowly, the viewer’s experience becomes very subjective,
imaginative and more sublime. Perceptual limits impact on our interpretation
of these images. Ironically, as you move forward to peer more intensely at the
image, the detail recedes and dissolves. The work holds you at a distance, not
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permitting the intimacy you are seeking. The video contains an embedded script
or implanted performative narrative—directing how we look at the work.
Marks’s theory proffers a restoration of the flow between the haptic and the
scopic to enable a heightened form of perception.80 The eye becomes an organ of
touch, whereby it caresses and strokes a surface in a sensuous, embodied way
and the hand wants to reach out and touch it too. Consequently, the viewer is
much more embodied in the process of viewing video with haptic visuality than
optical visuality, though most forms of vision would involve both. Haptic images
do not invite identification with the image subject so much as they encourage
bodily relationship between the viewer and the image.81 Marks views the haptic
and scopic as having the ability to coalesce with one another and act
synergistically. Changes of focus and distance assist in the switch between haptic
and optical modes of viewing. Marks postulates that haptic visuality is erotic,
regardless of the content of the imagery. She theorises that the erotic has nothing
to do with sex, but is the switching between one form and another; relinquishing
or regaining control, changing from object to subject; an intersubjective
relationship between beholder and image, which engages the viewer polemically
with the surface and the depth of the image.82
Exhibiting Great Walks of the World# Philadelphia as a series of digital still
images (figure 14) emphasises motion and the passage of time. These unfocused
images reside not in the realm of the visual, but in the intellect, because what is
being depicted lives beyond the camera’s plane of focus. Perception and
interpretation of this video is a specific illustration of Stafford’s theories of
“visibilizing the invisible”, where our brains construct an absent subject from the
abstracted images.83 Contours slowly blur, as do memories. These serial images
interrogate the limits of the photographic frame, presenting a few frozen slices in
time, which attest to the body’s mutability, fragility, ephemerality. Degradation
to pixel level of the digital media prompts an examination of the interstitial
spaces of human existence. It provides a portal to the interstitial spaces between
existence and collective realms of experience of the artist.
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This is equally applicable to natural and cultural spaces and associated issues, as
demonstrated in the work of Joan Truckenbrod, whose studio practice
incorporates the fluctuating state of virtual and physical materials. Her
multimedia installations activate processes of transformation, utilising video
projection and physical objects.
In Quantum Realities (figure 15), Truckenbrod created a multimedia installation
that included video projection, sound, water, river pebbles and sand. From a
darkened gallery, the viewer looked downwards into a bright deep hole filled
with water and surrounded by pebbles. Polly Ullrich states that the vision and
sounds of running water and splashing salmon provided an existential peek into
the relentless thrust of natural forces that bind all living things. Apparently,
viewers experienced a sense of overwhelming physical immersion. Ullrich
observed that the sound straddled “the material and the immaterial”, which
reinforced the experience as being of an interstitial space.84

Image removed

Figure 15: Joan Truckenbrod, Quantum Realities 2002, video projection, sound, water, sand, river
pebbles, 147 x 107 x 8cm
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My previously mentioned exhibition Microcystis in 2010 also created a
disorienting experience. This exhibition explored the issue of water purity in
Beijing, particularly the domestic causes that contribute to the overgrowth of the
blue-green algae Microcystis. The video Microcystis (figure 16) directly
juxtaposed the two major elements at the core of this research: the textile
medium and its traditions, and digital mediums. Deep-blue Chinese silk was
abstractly and intuitively embroidered with contrasting silk and cotton threads.
Even though all materials were industrially produced, the work referenced
China’s textile heritage. The embroidered work was then mechanically animated
and digitally recorded. The abstract references to blue-green algae were
augmented by the way the fabric folds and creases, which implied the presence
of the human body.

Figure 16: Kay S Lawrence, Microcystis 2010, video, 25 min

An accompanying sound recording of a washing machine, which was so
abstractly related to the visual content of work, and so divorced from the
everyday experience of that particular space—the sparse white cultural gallery
space, instead of a domestic setting—led the viewer to be suspended between
reality and unreality. The viewer was positioned simultaneously inside and
outside the circle. As such, the installation became paradoxical; “Paradoxical
objects juxtapose the familiar sculptural form with a separate membrane of
narrative and visual texture.”85
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Slavko Milekic proposes the concept of tangiality as a domain between tangible
reality and intangible virtuality, where the mind and body employ conscious
knowledge and intuitive knowledge to interface with encoded knowledge and
data systems. Milekic’s theory includes all sensory modalities, not just those of
touch. Tangiality is the space where tangible sensations result from interactions
with virtual data; that is, we experience the paradoxical contradictions of
virtuality and materiality.86 This evolution is promoted by the intercession of
materiality with digital mediums, which enables our sensory perceptions of
virtuality to embody emotional, visceral, physiological, and kinesthetic
responses. Tangiality authorises us to consider digital video as a portal, as a
threshold between multiple realms of experiences, both physical and virtual.
Tangiality is a defining characteristic of digital studio practice. It privileges the
physicality of viewer experience. It adds another layer to the viewer experience.
It enables the hand to reach through the liminal space of the screen to sense the
physicality of the videoed objects.87
When viewing works with shadows and reflections, we get a real sense of the
ephemerality of objects, lives and time. My video work, Rural Days (figure 17),
utilises the re-videoing technique to create a lyrical impression rather than a
mimetic representation of the actual event—riding a bicycle along a rural
Japanese road. Re-videoing reduces optical clarity, thus engulfing the viewer in a
series of tactile immersions. Through repeated re-videoing, the video resembles
a flickering, abstract painting; it collapses the lucidity of high-definition video
until it becomes abstracted and textured with shifts occurring across the colour
spectrum. The video image dissolves and resolves into layers. The relationship to
the subject of the imagery, the background and position of the camera all become
uncertain. The material has body; the image is re-embodied. The viewer
oscillates between recognition of objects and fragments of imagery demanding
that they fill in the gaps. Shifting between surface and distance, figuration and
abstraction, the viewer is vitally aware of the haptic texture of the video.88
When shadows become the subject of a work, the viewer’s attention is drawn
simultaneously to the absent object. Diminished visibility is metaphoric for the
deterioration that occurs when analogue and digital mediums age. This in turn is
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metaphoric for the reduction in clarity of vision and coherence of other bodily
functions with age. Colour shimmers along the dreamlike surface of the video.
The hand desires to caress its texture. Time stands still. We experience a
dislocation in the time/space continuum. No narrative element positions the
pictorial imagery in the present or the past, yet temporality is addressed in the
repetitive rhythm and flow of motion. At its core of existential danger is the
imminent crash of the unexpected. Using digital technologies, we can materialise,
in aesthetic form, a recognition of the elemental particles from which all
experiences emerge. This work addresses the issues of transformation,
transmutation and transition, positioning the ebb and flow of our human lives
within the natural ecological cycles and man-wrought outcomes.

Figure 17: Kay S Lawrence, Rural Days 2014, video, 1min 11sec

Video artist Pipilotti Rist creates immersive installations using video projections
that are lush, pervasive, saturated, erotic, exuberant, visceral, earthy and sexy,
and centred on the feminine and feminine sexuality. Rist’s feminist agenda is
viewed as being tied to pure female embodiment as the vehicle for psychological
and sexual emancipation from the inherent inequities in heterosexual gender
difference.89 Politically, Rist admits to being a feminist but she asserts that her
works are aimed at a broader audience than one with gender concerns only. In
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Rist’s view, every artist has an agenda and hers is hope, which she asserts is
particularly important given the current state of our world.90
Rist’s installations consume both body and mind, with their meditative dreamlike states emphasising the porosity of the continuum between haptic and scopic
modes of representation. The fluid space of her videos keeps shifting scale,
changing focus from object to subject, engaging the viewer in an erotic dance.
They mirror the continuity and flow of life in works that contemplate the
relationship between nature and culture through the conduit of the body.

Image removed

Figure 18: Pipolotti Rist, Mercy Garden Retour Skin 2014, six-channel HD video installation,
sound, carpet, pillows

Rist’s recent six-channel HD video installation at the 19th Biennale of Sydney,
Mercy Garden Retour Skin (figure 18), created a sensuous, immersive experience
akin to floating in a psychedelic video aquarium. Three of the four walls of the
gallery were completely covered by projections of hyperreal, saturated videos
dancing, mirroring, and chasing each other across the walls. Images of nature
and body parts floated in and out of view, defining an erotic, haptic visuality.
Notions of beauty are overthrown by the extreme close-up views of certain body
parts. Rist asserts that “the language of images finds a more direct access to the
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unconscious, where prejudices slumber; it coins us far more strongly than
words”.91
In the Beyond Visible exhibition, my installation of Hold Me and Hold Me Close
(figure 19) created a dialogue and engendered tangiality through the dichotomy
of the immaterial digital video and the materiality of the installation. This located
the installation on the slippery continuum between the concrete and the
ephemeral, the real and the virtual. The hand-embroidered object is physically
palpable, embodying extreme physicality in its rendering of a naked female form,
which emerges from what transpires to be a tree, yet the video is nomadic,
fleeting, transitory and even entropic. The projected video injects light,
movement, and narrative—an aliveness that debates the solidity of form.92

Figure 19: Kay S Lawrence, Hold Me and Hold Me Close 2011, digital print on polyester, cotton
embroidery on calico, 300 x 120cm, digital video projection, 00:54 mins, installation dimensions
variable
Image credit: Carl Warner
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The projected video was particularly effective in having viewers consider the
concept and context of the works, transcending its virtual status and endowing
viewers with tangible sensations. The sound of squeaky floorboards was
intermingled sporadically with the sound of cicadas, with the imagery being
mostly of aged wooden floorboards with glimpses of foot and leg. Interpretations
ran the gamut of crying, protesting, mourning about being used, hurt, being
eliminated, and grieving for lost youth and beauty. Interestingly, all these
interpretations projected our anthropomorphic bias93 towards the video,
presuming that the floor was capable of human feelings, emotions; that it was
not an inanimate object. The multi-sensorial nature of the installation fostered
this premise. The local viewers related easily to the floorboards; the site of which
was also widely ascribed: Queenslander, Metro Arts building, verandah, an old
bridge, etc. The actual site is a temple in Kyoto.
If a video uses the body as the principal purveyor of the message, then the
viewer is effectively responding to the cues of another body. In the body’s
absence, dialogue is established between the viewer and the shadow. This facet
is prevalent in many of my works, including the Bending to the Light series,94
which records shifting light and shadows, tracing the movement of time-madetangible as the moving shadows. Ongoing preoccupations and investigations into
materiality in contemporary art practice have undergone transformation with
the radical recognition that our sensory perceptions are evolving to absorb and
transform the immateriality of the virtual.95
The scale of a video’s imagery contributes to the haptic sensations it engenders.
The use of life-sized video puts the viewer firmly into the frame, and immersive
installations such as those by Rist directly address the viewer’s body. However,
small-scaled videos, particularly the use of mobile phones, invoke an intimacy
that larger ones cannot attain. The viewer in induced to experience particular
tangible sensations associated with their familiarity to contemporary life. In the
aforementioned exhibition My Body Is Mostly Water, I used mobile phones in a
work entitled Atomic No. 4 (figure 5) to display video imagery of obscenely
polluted water. The implanting of unpleasant imagery is paradoxical to the ways
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in which we typically use the multimedia functions of our phones—as
instruments to record and share intimate and celebratory moments in life. This
forces the viewers to think beyond the imagery presented and contemplate the
meanings associated with it.96
Summary
In this chapter, I have considered the history and materiality of textiles and
digital mediums in relation to their specific use in my contemporary feminist
practice. Embroidery works from the 2011 Re/Formation series have been used
to examine the positioning of embroidery in a contemporary context. I have
shown that threads as connectors can create three-dimensional drawings and
activate the gallery space. It has been demonstrated that video works can
possess tangiality—virtual materiality—and that haptic visuality engages an
embodied viewer.
In the next chapter, I discuss how I have engaged the critical theories of
feminism and eco-feminism in the quest to reposition ‘women’s work’ as a valid
strategy for exposing and disrupting dualist ontology.
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Catanese and Truckenbrod, "The Tangiality of Digital Media," 58.
The particular metaphors associated with this work are discussed in Chapter
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Chapter 3: Feminism, Feminist Art and ‘Women’s Work’
When I was growing up all the women in my house were using needles. I've
always had a fascination with the needle, the magic power of the needle.
The needle is used to repair the damage. It's a claim to forgiveness. It is
never aggressive; it's not a pin.
Louise Bourgeois1
Impelled by feelings that were primal yet paradoxically wholly impersonal.
Feelings of contempt born of inchoate, unacknowledged fear—civilization's
fear of nature, men's fear of women, power's fear of powerlessness. Man's
subliminal urge to destroy what he could neither subdue nor deify.
Arundhati Roy2
This chapter discusses feminist critical theory as it relates to ecological issues,
‘women’s work’ and the body. While multiple feminisms exist and feminism is a
subjective, contextual label, for the purpose of this exegesis, ‘feminism’ will be
used in its most expansive sense as a contemporary term. I will demonstrate that
the eclecticism of feminist issues and concerns are validly addressed through the
repositioning of ‘women’s work’, used as a strategy for exposing and addressing
these issues. Ecofeminist theory is also assessed with a view to unravelling
dualisms. Like many other feminists, I advocate a balanced, non-hierarchal
relationship between nature, culture, and technology rather than one of
opposition.
Feminist (R)Evolution
Feminism has always been about activism; feminist art is always political. The
bravery and potency of 1970s feminist art existed in its direct relationship to
second-wave feminist theory. Feminism since then has immutably changed the
way artists think about the body as well as the subjects, concepts and mediums
used, and the relationship of the viewers to the works. Andrea Fraser theorises
that one of the things that made the 1970s women's art movement so powerful
was the way it integrated cultural, social, and subjective transformation into a
single practice, simultaneously overcoming narrow definitions of aesthetic
culture and of political struggle.3 The current challenge is to preserve the
momentum. In Australia, the heady days of 1970s feminist political struggle, with
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rowdy street protests, has transmuted to a less visible engagement, “working its
way through institutions, … alive within submerged networks, cultural
production and everyday living”.4
Feminism is a discourse of power and against power. As a critical discourse, each
form of feminism demands an ethical stance towards certain cultural encounters.
I reject any notion of biological determinism, and definitively endorse the tenet
of human equality that forms the basis of all feminist theory. Over the past forty
years, feminist beliefs have become irrevocably entrenched in the West’s cultural
consciousness and conscience, extending to power relations in both our public
and private lives, influencing the way that we think about all cultural and social
encounters. Ever since my political conscience was activated in the 1970s, I have
supported issues of social and political equality and ecological sustainability.
Consequently, my works address issues that are not associated with any
particular culture or cultural identity, but worldwide issues of ecology and social
justice. Identification with any ‘ism’ is by default to accept its limitations and
stereotype oneself. Nevertheless, many concerns of third-wave transnational5
feminism are relevant to a global practice divulging global problems.
To breach the stalemate inherent in traditional doctrines, feminism continually
urges a rethinking of the past and endorses changing the future. While being
historically domiciled in the oppression of women, feminism now embraces
other victims of oppression and degradation—those related to the environment,
race and other gender issues. In 2003, Jan Avgikos suggested that the influences
arising from feminist art are “so pervasive as to be immeasurable” and that the
questions posed by women are of critical importance to all.6 The questions posed
in this research are of significance for all humanity, not just women.
Evolving from within existing Western patriarchal ways of thinking and gender
parameters, feminism spawned a mode of thinking that weakens traditional
boundaries and demarcations, including subject boundaries
(aesthetics/ethics/politics) and social boundaries (for example, between
‘private’ and ‘public’). Rather than adhering to the prescriptive theories of
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patriarchal dualism, feminism advocates eclipsing the crippling binary logic that
separates male from female and, among other things, theory and practice. Amelia
Jones contends that feminism provides “a crucial impetus for the broad political
critique of structures of power” and led to the broadening of academic
disciplines, which eventuated in “new interdisciplinary studies of interpretation
such as visual culture studies”.7 Visual culture theory aims to break down
traditional art history parameters that separated and defined “low” and “high”
art criticism. Both forms of critical thinking then take a political stance towards
cultural subjectivity and certain entrenched patriarchal dualisms, and co-exist in
a reciprocal relationship.
First-wave feminism, which lasted from the late-nineteenth century to the early
1960s, was premised solely on gender equality. This ongoing battle was fought
hard during the second wave of feminism in the 1960s and 1970s, principally by
white women from first world cultures, as had been the case in first-wave
feminism. During the 1980s, substantive theoretical and conceptual shifts within
the feminist movement led to the acceptance of multiple positions and agendas,
acknowledging issues of race and homosexuality. However, as Maura Reilly
states, these were secondary concerns to those of gender equality.8
In the early 1990s, feminism began to be repositioned as being a critical theory
that invited interaction with other political and theoretical positions. This third
wave of feminism acknowledges a plurality of positions having regard to
multiple facets and differences—sexual orientation, ethnicity, race,
postcolonialism, postmodernism, ecology. Stepping outside feminism’s
Eurocentric, colonialist framework, transnational feminism developed in
response to the multiple contexts across nations—where inequalities exist—
including working against political systems that sanction oppression. This new
feminist practice is variously referred to as transnational feminism, relational
multicultural feminism, feminist solidarity/comparative studies model, and
scripts of relational positionality. Just as there is no single feminism, there is a
plurality of positions in third-wave feminist theory. What these various subtheories have in common is a basic tenet that feminist theory and practice must
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advocate gender equality across the globe—transnationally—and address
patriarchal and economic dominations. I situate my personal ideology within this
transnational perspective, which advocates the rejection of any binary
categorisation and phallocentric authority, and endorses female equivalence
across all cultures while allowing for specific cultural diversities.9 Speaking from
an ecofeminist viewpoint, both Val Plumwood and Colleen Mack-Canty observe
that third-wave feminism has been tasked with deconstructing the notions of
nature/culture duality and reweaving them.10
Feminism, Ecofeminism, Nature and Culture
The works I make are informed by direct experiences of the voluptuous beauty
of the natural environment. My artworks reference the increasing alienation of
humans from nature, who have little comprehension of the interconnectedness
of our daily lives with the natural environment. Man’s impost upon the landscape
demonstrates that certain categories of technology and nature have become
increasingly interdependent. Katherine Hayles declares that relationships with
nature tend to be perceived as “constructed bifurcations that humans impose in
order to understand it better”.11 This project strives to offer a critical perspective
on these issues, engaging viewers in a process of actively seeking and making
meaning rather than proselytising to a passive audience. Stafford argues that this
strategy of incorporating volition and effort into vision enables knowledge to
grow.12 During the research, works examining the relationships between nature
and culture have assumed many forms: embroideries, videos, sculptures, digital
images, sound, and performative works.
Significant ecofeminist theorists, such as Plumwood, Karen Warren, Greta Gaard
and Ynestra King, believe that the exclusionist mindset of dualisms, confirmed by
our overwhelming anthropocentricism, has induced our current ecological
predicament.13 Plumwood characterises dualist thinking as an “alienated form of
differentiation, in which power construes and constructs difference in terms of
an inferior and alien realm”.14 In 1991, Suzi Gablik wrote “Reconstructivists are
trying to make the transition from Eurocentric, patriarchal thinking and the
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'dominator' model of culture toward an aesthetics of interconnectedness, social
responsibility and ecological attunement.”15 This holistic paradigm is seemingly
a work-in-progress, still far from being embraced in most parts of the world.
Brief residencies in Japan, the USA and particularly China revealed to me even
less “interconnectedness, social responsibility and ecological attunement” than
that which exists in Australia.
Ecofeminism, which synthesises the principles of environmentalism and
feminism, developed as a concept during second-wave feminism in the 1970s but
has had a rocky trajectory since. Just as there is no single feminism, there is no
single ecofeminism. Ecofeminist theory evolved from various aspects of feminist
thought and activism, including considerations of peace, labour, and anti-nuclear
movements.16 As Warren notes, ecofeminism is an expansive term for a
multiplicity of theoretical positions, some of which are compatible with each
other, while others are not—but they all aim to contribute to an overall
framework of theory linking social and environmental issues to the effects of
one’s own actions on the overall ecosystem and social fabric.17 Fundamental to
all is the critique of the historical pervasiveness of the patriarchal domination of
women and nature, aligned with racism and class domination. Trish Glazebrook
notes that it has been repeatedly demonstrated and well acknowledged that
environmental degradation affects women and children more than men.18 The
linkages between those who are dominated are the key to understanding these
oppressions and unravelling them. Terry Field proposes that the body is crucial
to ecofeminist theory and the deconstruction of phallocentric dualism.19
Additionally, all ecofeminisms encompass the belief that feminist theory and
perspectives must include environmental perspectives and, conversely, that all
environmental ethics must consider feminist perspectives. Ecofeminists and
environmentalists alike question whether the human race can survive
patriarchy’s relentless ecological sabotage.
Unfortunately, as Gaard states, the ecofeminism that started as a promising
third-wave feminism was castigated in the 1990s as a wholesale essentialist
alignment of women with nature, reinforcing Western patriarchal dualism and
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discrediting ecofeminism’s diversity of viewpoints.20 Plumwood attributes this to
women being touted as the only gender that could properly know nature, with
special powers and capacities for nurturing and empathy unshareable by men.21
Instead of being liberating, this alignment with nature provides another possible
rationale for the continued subordination of women. Moreover, this does not
account for various cultural and ethnic doctrines that do not align women with
nature, but still oppress women. While not disputing the major roles that women
have played in global confrontations on ecological matters, the positing of
women as being superior in relation to nature does not help solve ecological
issues; it also seems to be the antithesis of feminism, which seeks equality for all.
Gaard observed that coupled with this were criticisms of a preoccupation with
Western culture, and ecofeminist essentialist spirituality, leading to individual
salvation rather than the collective good.22
Arguably, ecofeminism continues to evolve, developing theories to embrace the
interconnected subjugations of women, other humans and non-human nature,
some, but not all acknowledging the issues of anthropocentricism.23 Certainly,
there have been substantial changes in gender equality and ecological awareness
since the advent of ecofeminism. Nevertheless, the news media offer abundant
and clear evidence of continuing oppression of females, and significant, obscene
impacts on the natural environment, due to policies that privilege economic
growth. These policies homogenise cultures and disrupt naturally intricate
balances within ecosystems.24 Susan Buckingham suggests that while women
may be more able to effect the necessary changes, it is not just a matter of
equality within existing social structures, but of changing the structures to reflect
the mode of thinking.25
Historically, in Western dualist philosophy, cultural attitudes to women and
corporeality are often negative and the antithesis of “culturally valued terms
such as reason, civilisation and progress”.26 Insofar as nature shares this
subordinate position, by placing the female body in tension with the
environment, the problematic relationship between nature and culture is
referenced and feminist embodiment theories summoned. Carol Armstrong
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views the role of female artists today as being tasked not with the development
of a separatist aesthetic, but with the “judicious amorous and constant testing of
the boundaries between Nature… and Culture”.27 While resident in Aimoto, Japan
in 2012, I made daily observations of the trajectory of slowly moving shadows
that traversed the floor and walls of the Sandavinci studio. The elegant dance of
shadows through the vast, clean, white space seemed symbolic of a relationship
where nature was forced to negotiate the conditions imposed by culture. Yet,
every day, nature continued to strut its presence in brief, graceful, balletic
journeys of transient beauty. These observations evolved into a performative
series of images, Bending to the Light (figure 20), where I attempted to emulate
this daily recital using my body.

Figure 20: Kay S Lawrence, Bending to the Light#1 2012, archival digital image on photo rag,
50 x 89cm

Positioning a bodily presence in a work enables the perception of a temporal
narrative as an alternative to a linear narrative. In the Bending to the Light series,
space became both metaphor and container of the body at its limits. The works
question the permeability of self, the boundaries imposed by nature and those of
cultural constructs. The material and formal qualities of the imagery were
minimal, restrained; the solid black-clothed body encapsulated within, and
constrained by, the parameters imposed by both nature and culture. The body’s
sustained effort to replicate the shadows produced by the architecture
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articulates issues of domination, control, futility, vulnerability, submission. This
struggle is metaphoric of the bigger picture—the world at large—as well as for
the struggle between the polar opposites of the Cartesian dualistic segregation of
our lives; the struggle between nature and culture, body and mind, emotion and
intellect. From our liminal positioning between nature and culture, we can, as
individuals, move between margins and centres, thus destabilising dualisms and
boundaries as we begin to see the inherent connections between the posited
opposites.. Imbricating the body with the environment promotes a
reconsideration of the body in relation to culture and nature, which allows for
multiple meanings and overlapping significations. In this case, the female body
suggests a mutability that a male would not.
In 2000, Ann Hamilton produced a photographic series entitled reflection that
recorded the image she saw of her stationary self, reflected in stacked glass. The
works capture shifting light and the subsequently changing figure. This is similar
to the manner in which my Bending to the Light series records shifting light and
shadows. Both Hamilton’s and my series of images were “perceived in changing
weather conditions of the room’s atmosphere, amplified by the shifting
illuminations under the room’s skylight”.28 Collectively, the images in my
Bending to the Light series trace the movement of time made tangible as moving
shadows on the studio architecture.
Separation Anxiety (figure 21), a work enacted as part of the Bending to the Light
series, further investigates the relationship between nature and culture, with the
body in dialogue with a dead tree branch. The pictorial body is partially present,
metonymically represented by a partial arm and leg, and a shadow. Hans Belting
notes the paradox that bodily shadows create:
Bodies are revealed to the light by the shadows that they themselves
create. Of themselves light and shadows are without corporeality, and yet
it is with their help that we see bodies in their three-dimensionality.29
Shadows have a dual character, both defining and contradicting the body, thus
linking presence and absence.30 Shadows, too, carry with them the spectre of
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death, portraying as they do the absent body, but the presence of the shadow is
visible proof of the existence of the body. Belting proposes that what “is true of
the shadow is also true of the image: it cannot produce images of its own the way
the body does, because it already is an image, and as such is different from a
body”.31 In this work, we see nature as a fading presence, represented
metonymically as partially present and by the tree branch’s shadow. Also,
metaphorically, nature is at the mercy of the human figure to maintain its
balance.

Figure 21: Kay S Lawrence, Separation Anxiety 2012, archival digital image on photo rag, 55 x
84cm

This series of works articulates the ongoing positioning of the embodied feminist
at the threshold of nature and culture, fighting valiantly to maintain and
strengthen her own position with respect to cultural constraints, but with due
consideration also for the natural world and its constraints. King stated in 1989
that ecological feminist theory needed to interpret the historical significance of
embodied women as being “positioned at the biological dividing line where the
organic meets the social”.32
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My research does not refute the importance of culture and technological
innovation, but rather supports a non-hierarchal relationship between nature,
culture and technology. Setting aside the overwhelming binary theories of
superiority/inferiority enables the adoption of a more pluralistic approach: the
envisaging of a continuum of potential ethical positions, rather than posited
opposites. Consequently, the theoretical position commensurate with this
research is that of feminism with an overarching concern for ecology,33 and
social justice, necessitating broad social and cultural change across the globe.
This is compatible with both King’s proposal of an ecological feminism tasked
with the “organic forging of a genuinely antidualistic, or dialectical, theory and
praxis”34 and Reilly’s transnational feminism endorsing female equivalence
across all cultures while allowing for specific cultural diversities.
Feminist Aesthetics: ‘Women’s Work’
Influential conceptual artist and writer Mary Kelly endorses the notion that there
is no such thing as feminist art, only art informed by different feminisms.35
Writing in 1995, on her work Interim Part III: Historia, which speaks of the
exclusively feminine experience of being a middle-aged woman, Kelly aligns
herself with Julia Kristeva’s notion of “monumental time”, a non-linear
conception in which the different strands of feminism—legal (discourse of
equality), cultural (representations of sexuality/identity), and ethical
(potentialities of difference)—are seen as parallel discourses.36 From this
viewpoint, it transpires then that feminism and feminist art are an eclectic cloth
of theories and praxis, interweaving intellectual, social, political and material
strategies.
From it inception in the 1970s, the use of ‘women’s work’ in feminist art has
historically referenced gender issues, with aesthetics a secondary consideration
to that of concept.37 The diversity of feminist issues and concerns in these
investigations are validly addressed through the repositioning of ‘women’s work’
as a strategy for exposing and addressing them. The transition and
recontextualising of textile techniques from the domestic sphere to a fine art
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practice mirrors my personal experiences of life and feminist beliefs. While I
completely identify with the conceptual use of these art forms, aesthetic
considerations are also paramount.
I adhere to the tenet that all art is political38 and acknowledge the need to
surpass the personal in order to address ideology, culture, and the production of
meaning. Drucker suggests that although the transformation of experience into
an aesthetic artifact carries no social conscience, the filtering of “experience into
form is itself inherently political”.39 In 2010, Judith Barry and Sandy FlittermanLewis, when considering the limitations of the politics of art-making from a
feminist perspective, proposed that an understanding of visual representation as
a political issue and an analysis of women’s subordination within patriarchal
dualism is essential in order to develop a feminist art practice that works
towards productive social change.40 Their text specifically refers to the
representation of gender issues, identifying strategies for inscribing cultural
meaning within artworks. While this research elides gender concerns—
addressing ecological and other social issues instead—this premise is ingrained
in my practice.
In their admitted cognisance of a need for a theory of cultural production, Barry
and Flitterman-Lewis propose that women’s art could be categorised in four
different ways, each with different goals and strategies. The first category views
women’s art as the glorification of an essential female power, as celebrated by
artists who valorised vaginal imagery. The second relates to women’s art as a
form of sub-cultural resistance. This is also an essentialist position, viewing
women as having an inherent creativity, unrecognised by mainstream culture.
The third category includes women who do not view themselves as feminists,
and deny that their art making is embedded in any form of social practice. The
final category “situates women at a crucial place in patriarchy which enables
them to play on the contradictions within it”. This position intersects with other
cultural and social issues concerning the representation of women, emphasising
that meaning is socially constructed.41
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Some of these points can be extrapolated to encompass artistic practice that
extends beyond gender issues to the wider feminist paradigm. The Bending to
the Light series of works fall neatly into Barry and Fitterman-Lewis’s fourth
category, as do all other works that utilise the strategy of playing on the
contradictions and tensions inherent in patriarchal dualism. Additionally, the
works strive to produce a critical perspective that questions social reality, while
engaging the embodied viewer as an active producer of meaning, rather than as a
passive observer.
In the late 1970s and 1980s, many artists occupied Lewis and Flitterman-Jones’s
first category, pursuing the ideal of female power and inherent female artistic
expression through vaginal imagery as the metaphoric battleground for women’s
rights. A particularly famous exponent is Judy Chicago whose celebrated Dinner
Party (figure 22) depicted the history of women as variations on the form of the
vulva. This monumental, collaborative work was conceived with the intent of
establishing a feminine iconography through the use of domestic craft to validate
and celebrate women's experiences. Chicago hoped that this would initiate a
dialogue leading to social change, whereby the canons of art history would
expand to include women. Response to the work has been divided, embraced by
some, but derided by others as politically exploitive of women’s bodies.

Image removed

Figure 22: Judy Chicago, Dinner Party 1974-1979, ceramic, porcelain, textile, 1280 x 1463 x 91cm
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Paradoxically, although it served to remind us of forgotten women in history, it
reinforced notions of women’s art as being a separate category to that made by
men, and ‘women’s work’ as being outside the sphere of fine art. The
designations of ‘kitsch’ failed to recognise Chicago’s deliberate reclamation of
‘women’s work’ as a feminist strategy.
The incidence of vaginal imagery waned as other critical theories—such as
postcolonialism and postmodernism—gained momentum and critical feminist
thought developed multiple positions and agendas.
Excluding essentialist imagery, Lucy Lippard proposed the contentious term
“feminine sensibility”42 in the early 1970s as the presence of certain recurring
formal compositional elements particular to women’s art43—central-core
imagery, parabolic baglike forms, obsessive line details, abstracted sexuality
inherent in circles, domes, eggs, spheres, boxes44—none of which exist in my
works. The acknowledgement of these particular moments in history is relevant
because it demonstrates the intense debate that has surrounded the
development of all feminist art. Acknowledging that this project is in dialogue
with feminist discourse in a number of ways, the questions raised by suggesting
the existence of a “feminine sensibility” are still deemed provocative. It is not just
what constitutes a feminine aesthetic that is pertinent, but whether it is a
biological imperative, or a culmination of an embodied, experiential feminine
approach to art-making and feminine being in this world.

Lippard’s writings over that decade demonstrate her ambivalence with the term
and the political connotations it invoked. In 1976, she wrote that the issue was
still controversial with no clear demarcations of gender aesthetics and that art
“deals with exceptions rather than rules”.45 Lippard further modified her views
in 1980, declaring that the attribution of these elements was too specific and
while she still believed that women’s art differed from men’s, she proposed that
the need for shared imagery had been supplanted by a search for a theoretical
framework in which to situate shared aesthetic and political approaches.46
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Charlotte Myrbråten expressed this belief in 2013, suggesting that feminist art
arises from an inherent desire to break away from traditionally male art forms
and it demands that women’s work be recognised, addressing as it does “the
reigning ideologies and gendered power structures”.47
In the 1970s, feminist art-making was more concerned with socio-political
matters than those of aesthetics. Women artists consciously avoided embracing
typically female pastimes—such as sewing, weaving, knitting, ceramics—and
even the use of pastel colours (pink!) or delicate lines, because of the
implications of inferiority.48 These were associated with the derogatory term
‘women’s work’. However, in the 1980s and 1990s, feminists recognised the
subversive possibilities of these things that high culture had disregarded, at the
same time as academic research “emphasized rupture, destabilization, cultural
representations and aesthetic expressions of political change”.49 Currently, I
position ‘women’s work’ within a feminist theoretical framework, as an aesthetic
and ideological approach to art-making, which satisfies certain material and
conceptual facets.
The issue of a “feminine sensibility” was still on the agenda in 1995, when Katy
Deepwell proposed that it was the existence of “some mystical unique quality
present in all women's work”.50 Twenty years later, this remains an unresolved
issue that is not so topical any more. Nevertheless, feminism is a continually
evolving critical theory that knits together the multitudinous loose threads that
impact on our lives and ideologies into a whole cloth, and feminist art continues
to evolve concurrently. No recurring essence of feminine imagery unites the
works to which I refer in this exegesis. However, the works of Ghada Amer,
Louise Bourgeois, Ann Hamilton, Eva Hesse, Kiki Smith, Anne Wilson and I are
united by the use of ‘women’s work’ or associated techniques.
Smith acknowledges her early choices of materials as relating to ‘women’s
work’.51 She handcrafts objects using materials traditionally associated with a
feminine sensibility—fabric, lace, paper, wax. With Dowry Cloth (figure 23), she
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explored the sensuous, tactile qualities of textiles felting human hair and sheep’s
wool into a rough ‘quilt’, alluding to traditional female labour.

Image removed

Figure 23: Kiki Smith, Dowry Cloth 2002, human hair, sheep’s wool, felted and sewn, 274.3 x
274.3cm

While gender cannot provide an exhaustive explanation of the meanings and
metaphors implicit in an art work, neither is it incidental to these. The use of
‘women’s work’ may stereotype an artifact as being made by a feminist artist, but
that is not a prescriptive attribute; it is the conceptual content that denotes
whether art is feminist or not.
The sculptural works made through this research display a variety of material
forms in addition to ‘women’s work’, including animal skins, scales, and bones.
For instance I created South End (figure 24) in response to a visit to South End on
Curtis Island off Gladstone, on Queensland’s Coral Coast. The symbolism and
syntax of this work are multi-layered, portraying increasing alienation between
humans and our natural environment. The work addresses the ongoing issue of
dredging due to the expansion of Gladstone Harbour to cope with industrial
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exports and the development of a liquefied natural gas plant on previously
unspoiled Curtis Island and the concomitant dumping in the World Heritagelisted Great Barrier Reef Marine Park.

Figure 24: Kay S Lawrence, South End (detail) 2013, digital image, acrylic yarn, fish skins and
scales, approximately 75 x 90 x 70cm

The installation employs ‘women’s work’, a digital image, fish skins and scales,
and imparts a sense of instability and transience. The work recognises the
interconnectedness of life forms and the insult of humans’ cultural activities. The
digital image is of a digital device, a laptop computer, set against an impenetrable
black background. On the laptop’s screen, a night scene of the harbour depicts
dredging boats over which loom towering chimneys. The photograph can be
considered to capture the expanding space between documentary, history, and
memories—very pertinent in an endangered environment. In front of this
photograph sits a crocheted, lilac vessel, in which fish skins fall against each
other. Lilac is used metaphorically as the universal signifier of contamination in
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water and medical environments. The skins come from coral trout and other
colourful species, indigenous to these waters. Now they bear little resemblance
to the living fish from which they came. The digital image records two unstable
entities, one a symbol of nature (the natural marine environment) and the other
a symbol of culture (the digital device with inbuilt, looming obsolescence). The
allusion to the Biblical ark projects an even more precarious situation and dire
outcome than that which Noah experienced. The ‘boat’ is blatantly inadequate
for the task at hand. Does this symbolise the inadequacy of the individual to
mount any resistance to the multinational interests causing the degradation? The
metonymic references to the endangered species forecast inert reminders of
former living beings.

South End continues the trend of feminist artists who respond innovatively and
immediately to contemporary social and political issues. It also evidences the
multimedia nature of much feminist art. Feminism has contributed prodigiously
to radically changing the modes of representation in contemporary art practice
and subverting the traditional roles of particular materials. In 1979, Rosalind
Krauss wrote that sculptural practice was no longer organised according to
materials, but instead involved the “logical operation of a set of cultural terms”,
with any mediums equally valid.52 Krauss suggested that sculptural materials
were no longer historically bounded and had been set free to embrace a universe
of potential materials. Although Krauss was not specifically speaking in a
feminist context, this premise has both influenced and endorsed the choices of
‘women’s work’ and digital mediums as sculptural materials in this research.
Feminism and the Body
Louise Bourgeois is credited with rewriting the definitions, materials and
parameters of sculpture.53 Beyond the aesthetic, haptic and conceptual factors,
Bourgeois used metaphors to bestow meanings on sculptural objects and
installations. She created an intensely autobiographical oeuvre of exceptional
material diversity and style, defying any particular aesthetic categorisation. Her
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psychoanalytical feminist discourse is based on her own familial history, which
she mined over seven decades of intense creativity. Bourgeois sustained her
allegiance to the interconnectivity of life and art until her death in 2010, 54
consonant with what Peggy Phelan believes was “the major epistemological and
aesthetic force of feminism art in the 1970s”.55
Mignon Nixon analyses Bourgeois’s references to gender and body parts as being
related to sexual difference as an ongoing concept, threaded through her works.
Her ongoing series of phalluses, body parts, and part-objects was conceived as a
“proto-feminist gesture” before the second wave feminism of the 1970s. The
body-in-pieces was read as a viable strategy of resistance then, with limited
historical potency in the context of a coherent model of sexual difference, but the
part-object survived in the work of Bourgeois and others to erode the claims of
phallocentrism.56
Bourgeois’s body parts give physical form to her anxieties and other potentially
crippling emotions. In the latter decades of her life, Bourgeois turned to textiles,
stitching and mending to reconcile her past with her present. She continued her
creation of part-objects, but this time from her own clothing, embedding her
work with additional layers of meaning, including memories and the passage of
time. Cloth as a metaphor for skin operates at the boundaries imposed by nature
and the boundaries we construct. Textiles’ proximal relationship to the body
endows them as a potent symbolic and expressive tool. As a metaphor for skin,
cloth questions notions of the permeability of self. Bourgeois’s Untitled 2002
(figure 25) offers a dark side to domestic life, with the eggbeater looming
threateningly over the headless torso. While the intimacy invoked by the roughly
hand-stitched body contours reminds us that these memories belong to real
person, the work has a melancholic nature. It seems that the carefree days of
summer, evoked by the soft pastel-striped fabric, are subjugated by the rigid,
restrictive framework of female domestic responsibilities. The hand yearns to
caress the body and ease the tension it contains.
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Figure 25: Louise Bourgeois, Untitled 2002, fabric steel and wood, 35.6 x 38.1 x 15.2cm

Bourgeois, despite aligning herself with the feminist movement in the early
1970s, and her use of bodies, continued to assert that there is no feminist
aesthetic in her work, only psychological content.57 Nevertheless, the semiotic
reading of this work and her use of materials would seem to imply otherwise.
Feminism is predicated on the body as a contested site. As Fraser states, the
constitutive sites of feminist practice are the body, and the political,
social, sexual, and intersubjective relations in which that body exists.58
My research for the current project has not explored the theoretical
development and significance of psychological underpinning of feminist theories
in depth, as female subjectivity and experience are not its focus. Deemed critical
by Bourgeois, they are also critical to the reading of the works of Kelly, an
important reference in relation to feminism and the body.
Kelly has contributed prodigiously to the discourse of feminism through her
large-scale narrative installations and theoretical writings. Her conceptual
concerns of the body, and the institutional and cultural forms that impede it,
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dictate recourse to a more obscure artistic language, as she attempts to visualise
the psychic representations of the unconscious that are filtered through social
constructs.59
Post-Partum Document (1973–79) heralded Kelly’s bold entry into the
international art world and was premised on exclusively female experiences—
birthing, breastfeeding, and mothering. Despite this, she maintained a critical
distance, using the tools of psychoanalysis to examine the anxieties and neuroses
that maternity induced. The work evolved out of the reciprocal relationship
between mother and child, with the development of the child seen through
Kelly’s eyes, as the loving, anxious mother. Kelly intended this work to be an
“attempt to articulate the feminine as discourse, and therefore places the
emphasis on the intersubjective relationships which constitute the female
subject”.60
Using Jacques Lacan’s views on the social construct of subjectivity, Kelly
proposes that femininity is defined through representational differences, rather
than biological determinism. This anti-essentialist position continued to gain
prominence with artists and theorists during the late 1970s. Feminist
psychoanalytical theories emerged in the latter half of the twentieth century,
attempting to articulate the feminine through a consideration of the female body
as subject rather than object, as Freud had written. Feminist theories of the body
and embodiment continue to maintain significant roles in feminist research.

Performance
The human body has been used as an artistic medium since 1918,61 but, as
Tracey Warr relates, when artists in the 1960s
increasingly sought to breakdown the boundaries between art and life …
(the) artist’s body was used as the primary signifying material of the
artist’s gesture, making the body a site on which ideas could be enacted.62
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Women embraced performance art in the 1960s and 1970s because it was an art
not bound with restrictive traditions, prescribed materials or content, or an
overshadowing history. It was therefore open to experimentation, with no
historically, culturally, or socially defined roles for women.63 The revolutionary
1970s were followed by a period in which use of the body became less popular
and receded from the position of avant-garde. Since then, performance art has
infiltrated mainstream art and multidisciplinary collaborations, with the body
frequently used in a manner that is not abject or confrontational, but that may
nevertheless address distressing, confrontational, or political views. The body
works in my oeuvre do not follow the radical uses of female bodies to address
feminist issues and intimate and specifically female experience. The body is fully
clothed, unlike many female performative works, which, in the 1970s and 1980s,
bore the accusations of narcissistic actions. Jones states that since the 1990s,
performance theory has reinvigorated feminist theories of representation and
expanded theories of how meaning is transmitted in culture and human
experience.64
By insisting that the body is a sculptural material, it becomes both subject and
object. Lippard declares that when “women use their own bodies in their art
work, they are using their selves: a significant psychological factor converts these
bodies or faces from object to subject”.65 Further, I would argue, the use of the
physical, performative body transforms an intimate subject into objective focus.
However, as Nick Kaye proclaims, the body is a “disordered, undisciplined site,
the site of multiple, complex meanings, always in excess of the body-as-object”.66
When Lippard wrote her ideas in 1976, women’s body art was in its infancy but
these ideas are still current. In 2013, Myrbråten proffered the view that
performance is an art form well suited for producing feminist criticism because it
can be used to present liminal values and transgressive phenomena in society.67
In the past forty years, artists’ bodies have been used much more frequently in a
non-sexual, non-narcissistic manner, addressing issues of gender, identity, or
social concerns, but mostly wearing clothing. Martha Wilson’s experiences as
feminist performance artist, gallerist and writer led her to contend that
performance artists are the ones who “hope to change the world”.68
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Feminist concerns underlie the use of the female body in my performative art
works. These works, however, are based on a limited tranche of feminist
strategy and discourse; in them, the body is not being used as a vehicle for
critically analysing gender stereotypes, which, historically, is a common use of
the female body. In 1984, Kelly asserted that it has been
the phenomenological body that takes precedence; what belongs to me,
my body, the body of the self-possessing artistic subject whose guarantee
of aesthetic truth is grounded in actual experience.69
Depiction of a body that is read as female introduces a physical, social, and
cultural metaphor that provides a particular set of aesthetic, political, and
embodied conditions and characteristics. Historically and theoretically, the
female body is not the usual ‘body’ used as a metaphor for humanity in cultural
contexts; for example, medical texts and charts typically show the
musculoskeletal forms of male bodies with male organs. Female physical
characteristics are usually presented as adjunct to that of the male, as an aside.
In literature, too, ‘man’ is a metaphor for human. Moira Gatens conceptualises
the “imaginary body” by collating images, symbols, metaphors and
representations that inform our perception.70 If the performance artist is able to
avert the male gaze that objectifies women, Myrbråten suggests, then
performance art is as expressed by Jeanie Forte “a manifestation of the battle
waged to own and re-possess the body—to steal it away from commercial forces
that only present one type of body”.71
In this research, the performative works move beyond the second-wave feminist
legacy of the body’s abjection and association with bodily functions. They
preference liminality over prescriptive interpretation and constitute more
ephemeral sculptures and drawings than structured performances.
Demonstrating a connection between cultural and social thinking and the natural
world, these performances are positioned in the context of the feminist critique
of the relationship of women to dominant power structures and systems of
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representation. They transgress the dualistic attribution of females as passive,
with the body always assuming an active role.
Few people have seen my performance works live. This aspect might have been a
serious limitation to writing about them, yet that sense of ephemerality is central
to the meanings of the works, and the estrangement from the physical body
enables a critical distance for thoughts on the conceptual nature of the images.
Writing about Ana Mendieta’s works, Jane Blocker proffers the view that the
“variety and immediacy of these pieces, along with their mediation through
photographs and films, make them very hard to stabilise”.72 Although David
Campany considers that performance art cannot really be reduced to its
documentation, since the physical presence of the performer is a critical factor,
he believes that a still image generated from a performance has
an advantage over moving images in that it can record the live event for
posterity without supplanting it. It can illustrate a performance while
preserving its integrity.73
In a disruption of the time/space continuum, the ritualistic event gives way to
the presentation of an aesthetic object: a photographic image. Performative
identity is not consistent and stable but unfixed and “destabilised in a way that
makes its political imbrications paramount”.74 Kaye asserts that “documentation
has a place within site specific practice precisely because it explicitly presents
itself in the absence of its object”.75 It can be argued that the same relationship
exists with performance practice.
The digital images serve as a trace of the temporal event, embodying history and
memory. Nevertheless, when the body is transformed, composited or
telematically transmitted in digital environments, it is a mere pixelated
composition of a recorded body image, not an actual body. Virtual bodies are
transformations in the receiver’s eye, not the performer’s body. Steve Dixon
states that the that the concept of the body—fetishised, contested, abject, real,
and virtual—is central to contemporary cultural theory, dominating large areas
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of feminist, literary and cyber theory.76 The central role of the body in these
investigations is analysed in the next chapter.
My Bound series (see figure 26) illustrates a fundamental “constitutional
ambiguity”77 of cloth: its ability to conceal a body while simultaneously
disclosing its presence. This 2012 series contemplates a desire to mend the
world. The unstable state of humanity in nature at this time is echoed in the
instability of the body in the Bound series. The body functions as a sculptural
object, but is no longer complete. Its limbs have been truncated, its facial features
secreted. The boundaries of the body are rendered indistinct, with concomitant
destabilisation of the body. Cutting away the body to produce a new sculptural
‘whole’ provides a new dialogue between the body and the space.

Figure 26: Kay S Lawrence, Bound #2 2012, digital image on photo rag, 100 x 56cm
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Significantly, this is functionally similar to Ann Hamilton’s work bearings (figure
27), which presented a pair of oversized curtains. Joan Simon states that these
objects concurrently created a “form that is both a space that can be occupied
and a thing… Like the body, it is simultaneously an inside and an outside …
hidden and exposed, revealing and concealing”.78

Image removed

Figure 27: Ann Hamilton, bearings 1996, two black silk organza curtains,
mechanical devices, dimensions variable
The creation of meaning cannot be thought independently of the aesthetic and
material attributes of the medium (mediality) in which it takes place. In our
current technologically saturated world, images are most often digital. The
triangle image–medium–body usually lacks the body component, but Belting
proposes that the body remains the connecting link between technology and
mind, medium and image. Mental images use the body merely as a host medium;
however, Belting contends that the mediality of images stems from another body
experience—the transference of the visibility that bodies possess to the visibility
that images acquire from their mediums. This is further complicated by the fact
that the image retains a mental component and the medium a material one, with
the body the corporeal conduit.79
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In Bound #2 (figure 26), the shape of the female body is mediated through the
cloth in which it is contained. Intimacy is implied through the bodily covering of
a sheet rather than clothing, as we perceive the mass of a naked body beneath.
The body is alternately hidden, revealed, or seemingly missing. The tension
resonates between what is visible and what remains unseen. The images are
impregnated with corporeality, but with no cultural constructs. Renee Baert
writes that the manipulation or distortion of the female form in images can
highlight the relation between the forms by which the body is depicted and the
meanings enabled. The corporeal distortions depicted
can readily convey the emotive powers of the body, that is, the
disjuncture between the body as it might be measured anatomically or
physiologically and the body of affect—the feeling body.80
The body-encompassing white sheet has the metaphoric quality of clothing or
second skin. As such, it is a “boundary that at once joins and divides. It is inside
and outside, body and culture—yet the boundary whose demarcations are by no
means stable”.81
The binding introduces narratives of support, transience, metaphysical being,
safety, healing and practices of wrapping items of value (in this case, humanity).
The imagery displays the influence of Japanese sensibility and culture in my
work, including tree binding. It also references the Chinese tradition of foot
binding: different connotations concerning cultural impositions on nature.82 The
complete covering of the human body, particularly shrouded in white, is
traditionally associated with death. These performative works present an
interesting anomaly, as the body that constructs the image is also the body that is
the medium. The active construction of self-recorded images makes it possible to
interfere with the presence in the images recorded. An image can affirm or deny
the physical, asserting either the immanence or transcendence of the body. With
digital images, we can alter our bodily perception, and we can alter our images,
representing the body as we wish it to be. Our perception of the corporeality of
the body is aided with light and shadows, assisting us to flesh out twodimensional forms and see bodies in their three-dimensionality.83
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Some performance works, such as those by Mendieta, address a fusion of issues.
In contrast to my own use of performance as an artistic tool, Mendieta initially
used her body to address gender and other feminist issues, affirmations of the
female body, and social and cultural history and issues. Her Silueta series 19731980 (figure 28), constituted a dialogue between the landscape and the female
body as she searched for origins and a homeland. This followed her exile from
Cuba in her adolescence. Mendieta’s work is classified under dual perceptions of
being ethnic and feminist. Conversely, mine are ecological and feminist. Blocker,
in her monograph on Mendieta, suggests that to
eschew the personal in order to demonstrate a ‘broader’ significance for a
body of work is to maintain the false dichotomy of public versus private,
or personal versus political, on which such marginalization depends.84

Image removed

Figure 28: Ana Mendieta, Image from Yagul (First Silueta) 1973, lifetime colour photograph from
35mm colour slide, 52 x 34cm
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The entropy inherent in Mendieta’s earthworks and vegetal manipulations
underlined the ephemerality of her works and the body, decreeing the necessity
for documentation. These images make palpable the absent body. The body, in
particular the female body, is a consistent feature of Mendieta’s oeuvre
appearing in sculptural works, performance works, and photographic works. A
number of critics have analysed Mendieta’s works from a psychoanalytical point
of view. Along with the obvious political connotations associated with her
upbringing and subsequent immigration to the United States, here were also
deemed to be reflective of a troubled sense of self.85 Like Mendieta, I recognise
the metaphoric associations between the earth and the female body, with nature
in all its richness. The use of the body as a metaphor for nature is discussed in
the next chapter.
Summary:
This chapter has discussed various strands of feminist theory as being relevant
to a practice that uses a feminist lens and ‘women’s work’ to interrogate global
ecological and social issues. Third-wave feminism’s insistence that we tear apart
the shoddy cloth, rip apart the binary opposites that impair our society, unravel
every thread and stitch it into a new cultural, social, fabric makes it particularly
appropriate that ‘women’s work’ is used to urge this paradigmatic shift in our
thinking. This research advocates the inception of a balanced, non-hierarchal
relationship between nature, culture, and technology, rather than one of
opposition. The body is a key mediation in the position of unravelling dualisms.
I have examined the possibility of the existence of a feminist aesthetic or feminist
sensibility, finding no homogenous category of feminist art. In this research,
feminist thought is implicitly sheathed, either consciously or subconsciously,
within works that espouse ideologies unrelated to gender equality, The
subversive use of ‘women’s work’ enables the development of complex
narratives that disrupt the viewer’s normal visual, cultural, and symbolic
associations.86 The aesthetics and materiality of the ‘women’s work’ reconfigures
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the normal associations with such objects and their symbolic meanings
associated with hearth and home, situating the work in relation to the
transformative goals of feminism.
The next chapter will discuss the body’s liminal position between nature and
culture, and the body’s presence, whether figuratively depicted or not, in all of
the discussed works. Further, the significance of anthropomorphism and
anthropocentrism are examined in relation to the tenuous relationship between
nature and culture.
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Chapter 4: The Body Involved
… the body for its part is understood not as one object among all objects, but
as the vehicle of being in the world.
—Maurice Merleau-Ponty 1
The body … is a powerful symbolic form, a surface on which the
central rules, hierarchies, and even metaphysical commitments of a culture
are inscribed and thus reinforced through the concrete
language of the body.
—Mary Douglas2
Bodies occupy a liminal position between nature and culture, being a product of
nature on one hand, and also a medium carrying social, political and cultural
constructs on the other. In this chapter, an examination of the omnipresent body
is threaded through an analysis of the body as a metaphor for nature. I also
consider the significance of anthropomorphism and anthropocentrism. I discuss
how the absence, but implied presence, of bodies in various artworks and
furniture (both my own and others) operate as metaphors.
The Omnipresent Body
The corporeal body is our interface with the world, embracing both public and
private, biology and society, and individual and collective experiences. It is
through our own embodied consciousness that we perceive and ascribe meaning
to our worldly experiences and our relationships with other beings. Significantly,
how we conceptualise the body forms and limits the meaning of the body in
cultural contexts. Embodiment refutes the concept of the body as inert matter
and acknowledges the plurality of aesthetic and political constructs, which a
body purveys3 and uses to fabricate its own social environment. The way our
body is perceived by others is a reflection of our own sense of identity, through a
“language of materiality with specific social, political and utilitarian histories”.4
In contemporary cultural theory, the body’s anatomical materiality is largely
ignored. As abstracted matter, its psychological, cultural and political
inscriptions are of far more importance.5
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The presence of a body links an image with our own human experiences. We are
able to empathise with the vulnerable body even if we have no knowledge of its
interiority, and permeation into the life of that body stops at the visible skin. In
this project, images deal with the body in abstract or indirect ways, exploring the
body and its relationship to others, beyond the confines of the physical body,
mediating between the individual and society, allowing for what can be seen and
what can be sensed.6
Of all manifestations of the ephemeral, the human body is the most vulnerable.
Since there are parallels between the vulnerability of the environment and the
human body as a result of human intervention, it is valid that these connections
are investigated through the use of the body as metaphor for the natural world.
Its vulnerability, fragility, ephemerality and mutability may all be conveyed
through the body.
Body as Metaphor for Nature and Anthropomorphic References
Artists have traditionally turned to nature as sources of inspiration, subject
matter, and metaphor, but Sally Reilly claims that these traditional uses have
been partially displaced, with contemporary artists increasingly depicting
horrific outcomes of the struggle between nature and culture.
Cultural conditioning and historical hindsight place us in an ambivalent
relationship with something we perceive as emblematic of goodness,
morality and security on the one hand, and as a barbarous, unpredictable
force of indiscriminate destruction on the other.7
In 2010, I undertook a studio residency in Beijing, where there was ample
evidence and examples of pollution and ailing trees. Cognisant of the fact that
forests are critical to our planet’s environmental health, I returned to Australia
and began to focus my investigations on trees. In the many digital images of
trees recorded, connections between the human body and trees, including veins,
organs and limbs, emerged. As Gaston Bachelard suggests:
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Before the gods existed, the woods were sacred, and the gods came to
dwell in these sacred woods. All they did was to add human, all too
human, characteristics to the great law of forest revery [sic].8
These persistent anthropomorphic references helped me understand that the
body was central to these investigations—the body's perceptions, memories,
knowledge, interactions—and not just my body, but the bodies of the viewers as
well. As discussed in the previous chapter, this preoccupation with the body is
deeply embedded in feminist discourse.
The psychological process of anthropomorphism implies identification of an
object with a particular set of characteristics that are essentially human.
Anthropomorphism is said to have developed in response to a need for visual
representation of the gods.9 While it is sometimes mistakenly thought to be a
metaphoric process, it is actually more closely related to notions of analogy, the
cognitive process by which we seek to express similarities between apparently
dissimilar things.10 In Visual Analogy: Consciousness as the Art of Connecting,
Barbara Maria Stafford writes that at its most fundamental, “analogy is the vision
of ordered relationships articulated as similarity-in-difference . . . [it] spurs the
imagination to discover similarities in dissimilarities”.11 Analogy is an
evidentiary practice that correlates the relationship of the visible with the
invisible, based not on absolute difference, but on “nuanced degrees of
distinction”.12 Similarly, anthropomorphism is an intellectual process that
assigns human attributes to non-human beings and objects and animals through
identification of similar physical characteristics. The success of
anthropomorphism and the efficacy of an analogy, likewise, consist not simply in
communicating what already exists, but visibly illustrating those
correspondences.13
Anthropomorphism is inextricably linked to the Cartesian concept of
anthropocentrism. At the abstract level, the anthropocentric assumption that
humans operate in a distinctly superior domain to other biological organisms
views nature from a point external to it, and informs the presupposition of the
distinction between culture and nature. As Justin Kenrick explains:
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The abstractions ‘culture’ and `nature' both began as words used to
describe a process. Nature described the quality or process inherent in
something (e.g. the nature of wood is to split). Culture described the
process of cultivating or tending something (e.g. cultivating the land).
Between 1500 and 1800 these terms gradually came to be used as nouns,
as polar opposites.14
The environment is imbued with meaning through anthropomorphic bias, but
acquiring and applying anthropocentric knowledge is a necessary condition for
anthropomorphising to occur.15 However, there is still a clear division between
the cultural realm, where meanings are generated, and the natural environment
onto which a given culture projects. If we are to break down the dualisms that
inform much of our critical thinking and reasoning, particularly the relationship
between nature and culture, then we need also to situate anthropomorphism
and anthropocentrism on a continuum. Nerina Russell suggests that both have
their pitfalls; anthropocentrism asserts human superiority, while
anthropomorphism erases this boundary but risks denying other species their
own unique qualities.16 These are largely ethical problems that I cannot discuss
in any meaningful way in this exegesis, due to space limitations.
This project adopts the mantle of accessing viewers’ anthropomorphic
tendencies in order that they might associate environmental degradation with
humans and also the consequences for human survival. Traditionally derided as
advocating only human self-interest, anthropocentrism is as, Rob Boddice states,
an acknowledgement of human experiential boundaries, which provides order
and structure to our understanding of the world.17 In Rethinking Green Politics:
Nature, Virtue and Progress, John Barry reports that recent philosophical thought
has sought a revised form of anthropocentrism as the basis of an ethical ecology
that is self-reflexive, perfectly rational and non-arbitrary, yet flexible enough to
accommodate the interests of the non-human world.18 To this end, he
differentiates two types of anthropocentrism: “strong” and “weak”. “Strong”
anthropocentrism holds that the moral justification of human uses of the natural
world can be vindicated by preference alone, while “weak” anthropocentrism
acknowledges human needs, rather than preferences and a plurality of interests
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in the natural world with a variety of possible morally appropriate relations to
that world.19 Little benefit is attributed to “strong” anthropocentrism, but “weak”
anthropocentrism is viewed as potentially making a positive contribution to
ecological policies. Eric Katz states that this is because of the realisation that
degrading the natural environment has serious consequences for human health
and survival.20 If we are able to transpose human qualities to other living beings,
then we are more likely to elevate them from their subjugated status, treating
them more ethically and thus indirectly aid humanity’s survival.21 The mistaken
total rejection of anthropocentrism misrepresents the fact that harm to nonhumans, as well as some humans, is not caused by all humans, but by specific
humans with their own vested interests.
By viewing images that suggest anthropomorphic shapes, we are able to
visualise our intermediate position among other organisms and through this
process, associate some possible ethical solutions to the issues at hand. Stafford
views this as “a unique opportunity for exploring high-level form perception…
anthropomorphic shapes help us understand the process by which the brain
recognizes and locates itself in the larger world to which it is attuned”.22 Based
on the anthropomorphic references noted in trees, and cognisant of Stafford’s
theories concerning anthropomorphism, my investigations interrogate
connections between nature and culture—seeking some form of reciprocity in
relationships between humans and the natural environment—and reject an
anthropocentric, human-centred world in favour of one that views humankind as
one element in a larger ecosystem. This initially assumed the form of stitched
drawings of trees sprouting from human organs, and others with bodies growing
from tree roots. As figure 29 shows, these are cotton embroideries on
unbleached calico supports. In these works, the traditions of embroidery have
been deliberately, seductively, and subversively distorted in investigations into
the use of the human body to examine the ecological specificities. The works in
this Gaia series are mostly pale, monochromatic and fairly colourless, with a
thicket of trailing threads, partially obscuring the figuration. These works play
with the emotive power embedded in the repetitive, painstaking, laborious task
of hand stitching. Examining these works requires the viewer to slow down, to
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peer between the threads, enabling them to perceive the deeper meanings and
connections for which the threads are metaphoric.

Figure 29: Kay S Lawrence Self Portrait as a Tree 2011 (detail), calico, cotton threads, 102 x 80cm

Kiki Smith anthropomorphises trees, birds, stones, and stars in what she terms
her collaboration with materials and the world.23 In Sirens (figure 30), Smith
perches a group of seductive chimeras on a rock. They each combine the mimetic
miniature head and breasts of a woman with the body of a bird.

Image removed

Figure 30: Kiki Smith, Sirens 2002, bronze, 6 units, variable dimensions, smallest: 14 x 15.2 x
5.1cm, largest: 25.4 x 17.8 x 6.4cm
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Smith shares my preoccupation with the body and uses hand processes to
articulate concepts. Through her use of ephemeral materials, a sense of fragility
and vulnerability is imparted, and the works are aligned with those of other
women who believe that knowledge comes not only from the mind but also
through bodily experience. Knowledge is subjective and cannot be separated
from the sensate experience of the world.24 Neither does Smith privilege vision
over the other senses, but instead her works address taste, touch and smell as
well.
For Smith too, the body is a vital tool for understanding our place in the world.
She reminds us that there is no convenient division between mind and body or
between the human and natural worlds.25In Smith’s works, the body’s frailties
and strengths are explored and illuminated, with due respect to the inherent
qualities of the materials employed. Louise Mazzanti suggests that the current
repositioning of handcrafted items as contemporary art, by artists such as Smith,
should be seen as a desire to bring more to the work than a mere conceptual or
depersonalised character. By bearing the mark of the hand, an art object has an
intimate relation with its maker and thereby promises something authentic.26

Image removed

Figure 31: Kiki Smith, Nervous Giants 1987(detail), 9 panels of stitched muslin, each 272-444 x
112-145cm
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Following three months spent training as an emergency medical technician,27
Smith instigated a prolonged exploration of the body’s anatomical structure,
organs and systems, using a variety of mediums, such as bodily fluids, tissue
paper, fabric, screen printing, and embroidery. Smith’s Nervous Giants (figure
31) was created by stitching thread on muslin (or calico, as it is known
in Australia). From this almost clinical interest in bodily processes, she moved to
considering the body more as a purveyor of psychic meaning with influences
from art history, legend, anthropology, and literature.28 This presents
environment in its broadest definition—as the whole complex of forces outside
the self that make us what we are.
Following the Gaia works, I made the Re/formation series. Working from an
emphatic female and feminist perspective, these works seek to address the
relationship between nature and culture. Some of the works in this series drew
direct parallels between human skeletal forms and trees, as in Pandanus Princess
and Princess (figure 32).

Figure 32: Kay S Lawrence Pandanus Princess and Princess 2011, digital image on photo rag, 60x
37cm, cotton embroidery on linen, 60 x 37 cm
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However, most of the works offered more obscure views as an idiosyncratic
aesthetic embroidery voice developed, using the immanent qualities of fibre and
the embroidered line as an individual feminine artistic language. Introducing
fragments of digital imagery into the embroidered works highlighted ever more
connections between the body and trees (figures 12, 19, 33, 34).

Figure 33: Kay S Lawrence, Hold Me in Your Arms 2011, digital image on cotton, embroidery on
calico, 148 x 120cm

Threads provide elegant metaphors for tendrils, branches, rivers, wind, veins,
roots, organs, bleeding, sap, wounds, lactation, which are all conduits of
necessity in our world, all interconnecting webs. Many of the works in this
Re/formation series, based on old photographs of myself and digital images of
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trees taken while travelling, are characterised by embroidered nude female
bodies, organic shapes, stitched lines, trailing linear ends, curving forms,
delicate, pale colours. The imagery is fragile, poetic, and partially obscured,
employing multitudinous loose and flowing threads. Affective viewer response is
prompted less by what is portrayed than by the structure of the works
themselves.

Figure 34: Kay S Lawrence, Homage to Kazuo Ohno 2011, digital image on cotton, embroidery on
calico, 117 x 98cm

The works contain a performative aspect, as the effect of the exuberant loose
threads is to render the subject indistinct, without close scrutiny. Interpretation
involves crossing and recrossing the threshold between what the eyes see and
the brain perceives to make sense of the image. The poor ‘craft’ or workmanship
exhibited in these embroideries deliberately disrupts the tradition of neat
stitchery, and connotations of femininity encapsulated therein.
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These works bear a certain similarity to those of Ghada Amer, but these nude
figures do not seek to subvert the male gaze as Amer’s do. Instead, they address
the cognitive anthropomorphic bias that we bring to our encounters with nature;
even seeing human figures in trees. Kaye confirms that works that assert a
relation to the affinity between body, object and environment are driven by an
anthropomorphic imperative due to our incapacity to understand something that
is not like us.29
A residency at the rural Aimoto studio of Sandavinci college of Art & Design,
Japan, in 2012 led me to develop deeper and more abstract perceptions of how
the body functions in space. The vast, white, minimalist space of the studio
imprinted on my creative processes. My aesthetic became ever more minimal,
subtle and refined, with more emphasis on light and shadows.30

Figure 35: Kay S Lawrence, Re/cology#1 2012, digital image on cotton, cotton fabric, silk and
cotton threads, 140 x 120cm
Image credit: Carl Warner
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After this residency, I returned to using digital image fragments of the same trees
as the Re/formation series, but to approach the work less figuratively, more
abstractly, although this time, the digital fragments were monochromatically
printed. Using white cotton support and black threads, stitching intuitively, with
no particular plan, Re/cology#1 (figure 35) was the resultant work. Our
anthropomorphic tendencies enable bodily references to emerge, despite there
being no intention to advert to the body when creating the work. It is an
embroidery that writer Madeleine Stack believes is
suggestive of form, while not quite achieving solidity. Again, it is this
pressing of hard onto soft—as thread through cotton—that suggests the
permeability of the body. Fabric alludes to the women’s work of mending
and weaving, the association of the maternal, the protective, inherent in
clothing and fabric.31
Viewer recognition of the elements as being bodily is, as Stafford postulates, due
to the brain’s desire to recompose the incomplete fragments, to make sense of
them. The fragment as a discrete but connectable entity is transformed from its
original context into a pattern that the brain recognises and can assign meaning
to.32
A similar work, Untitled (Freda Frost)33 (figure 36), was the outcome of revisiting
source material gathered from the Eastern State Penitentiary, Philadelphia,
during my QCA Crane Arts residency in 2012 (which I will return to below).
Considered to be the world’s first true penitentiary, it was designed to promote
repentance in the inmates. The fragments of digital imagery depicting the
crumbling walls of the Penitentiary are combined with silk embroidery on a
segment of repurposed white bed sheet. While no figures are actually depicted in
the work, a bodily presence is clearly detectable. The use of bed sheets with
stains and tears emits a sense of vulnerability and invokes the resonance of the
everyday. The fabric evokes the past and the evidence of many launderings as
well as pointing to the absent bodies that have lain between them. These works
demonstrate an appreciation of texture and surface and the ability to unite
disparate surfaces.
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Figure 36: Kay S Lawrence, Untitled (Freda Frost) 2013, digital image on cotton, repurposed bed
sheet, silk and cotton threads, 150 x 120cm

When exhibited in The Philadelphia Connection exhibition, this work did not elicit
strong immediate reaction. These fragmentary works require quiet
contemplation and intellectual engagement. One viewer told me that the forms
were reminiscent of calligraphy. Another referred me to an article by HW Janson,
“The Image Made by Chance”, which seemed to be based on the viewer’s ability
to recognise and validate the fragments of digital imagery in the overall
interpretation of this work. In this article, Janson discusses Alberti’s treatise.
Although Alberti was specifically referring to sculpture and painting in the
fifteenth century, his observations can be extrapolated and construed as having
equal validity to contemporary art practice and a variety of mediums. Alberti
described the origins of sculpture as arising from the serendipitous occurrences
of representational meanings in chance formations. Although recognising that it
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is human’s natural gift of imagination that gives regular shape and existence to
the figures produced at random in nature, this faculty operates in the same way
whether we look at a chance image or a constructed image. Janson’s
interpretation of Alberti’s De Statua finds that artists are predisposed to discover
chance images and find incipient resemblances in random shapes that others do
not perceive. Moreover, it is their desire to perfect these images that leads to the
making of works of art. This assertion of imagination over mimesis has been
visible in the arts since Hellenistic times34 and is intrinsic to my oeuvre.
In Echo Objects, Stafford explores the intersections between visual arts and
neurosciences, and explains how emotion and perception inform the images we
observe. In this construction, we see with our brains, not our eyes, with art
making the unknown visible. The body as the bearer of meaning is a vital tool in
attempting to solve this age-old problem of how to make visible the invisible.35
The maker’s own sense of interiority and receptivity is reflected in sculptural
and pictorial images. Meaning is made more complex by the collision between
the perception and significance of the objects, to the maker and the observer,
both of which are contingent upon the other.
My Liminal Being (figure 37) hovers in the penumbral shadows of existence,
exploring our liminal positioning between nature and culture. This organic work
relies on static light and shadows to endow it with multiple presences. Our
anthropomorphism bestows Liminal Being with human attributes. The work
maintains an element of pathos, as an organic, helpless, spindly creature. It
emerges absurdly from the wooden floor, all gangly, flailing limbs and nodding
heads, clothed in lovingly knitted and crocheted garments. The slumped, but
supported, form defies categorisation—human, plant or animal—but exudes
instability. Its upright status is sustained by buttressed, turned, wooden legs that
may or may not be human. Their former life as the legs of occasional tables
references culture and also suggests a metaphoric tie to the human body. The
amplification of sculptural form by the shadows suggests multiplication and
repetition, reminding us that every position is repeated elsewhere. Images
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composed by light and shadow are illusory and ephemeral, referring also to the
transience of life.

Figure 37: Kay S Lawrence, Liminal Being 2014, wood, metal, styrafoam, rubber, wire, wool,
acrylic, cotton yarns, light, shadows, 205 x 105 x 105cm
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Lippard proposes that anthropomorphic references arise from a profound
identification between the artist and their materials. She uses the term “body
ego” to imply a strong, visceral identification between the artist’s and viewer’s
bodies and abstract or figurative forms. It encompasses the shapes and textures
of the sculptural form, the ways in which it swells, sags, lies or leans, the ways in
which the viewer can feel one’s own body adopting those poses, or identifying
them with another body.36
When Liminal Being was shown in the exhibition A Knife and a Torch, it was
suggested that it was evocative of Eva Hesse’s works.37 Hesse’s avowed emphasis
on the “total absurdity of life” was coupled with obvious repetition that she felt
multiplied that absurdity. Her use of repetition also included layering and
binding. Without using obvious ‘women’s work’ materials, Hesse nevertheless
referenced these notions of ritual and compulsive actions by the body that freed
the mind, like so many textile techniques do.

Images removed

Figure 38: Eva Hesse, Laocoon 1966,
acrylic paint, cloth, cord, wire, papier
mache, plumber’s pipe, 300 x 60 x 60cm

Figure 39: Eva Hesse, Untitled (Seven Poles) 1970,
fibreglass, polythene, wire, 7 units, each 188-282 x
58-86 x 5-15cm
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Hesse was important for her soft abstraction and use of materials not previously
considered in a high art context, which she used in her explorations of the
intertwining of art and life. Anthropomorphic references abound in Hesse’s
abstract works. Laocoon (figure 38) was Hesse’s first major freestanding
sculpture. A chaotic tangle of soft, cloth-covered cords climbs and tempers the
formal, towering, boxy armature. Hesse admitted that when she worked, she did
so from a purely abstracted viewpoint, allowing the materials and intuition to
dictate the form. There was no emphasis on any formal qualities; these evolved
from her engagement with the materials.38
Hesse maintained this engagement with process and materials throughout her
short, but prolific, career until her final work Untitled (Seven Poles) (figure 39).
This work, completed with the aid of others, consists of an armature of wire,
sheathed in polyethylene, then clothed in fibreglass dipped in resin. Despite the
disparity in materials, this work resonates in a similar manner to Liminal Being.
It emanates instability; the absurd, awkward ‘poles’ maintain their upright status
through support provided by nylon threads hanging from the ceiling and resting
on the floor. The sensuous, flowing forms maintain an ambiguity of definition,
also. They may or may not be human, but they seem to be calm and composed,
waiting for something or someone. Hesse operated at the “edge of the body”.39
Her minimalist sculptures and our anthropomorphic tendencies combine to
suggest affinities with the body. Lippard suggests the presence of the body in
Hesse’ work is a dreamlike connotation within her abstractions and that it would
be a mistake to view Hesse as consciously anthropomorphising her work.40 Her
untimely death before the real thrust of feminism denied us her input to any
critical feminist debate.
The Absent Body
Our consciousness is bound up with our perceptual being in time and space; a
sculptural notion. There are alternatives to the linear narrative positioning of a
bodily presence in work, enabling the perception of a temporal narrative. The
absent body may be referenced in many ways, including memory, fragments,
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implied presence, imaginary bodies and metaphors for bodies. The body is there
even if it isn’t figuratively present.
During and after the residency at Crane Arts, Philadelphia, in 2012, I produced a
series of works that addressed the urban landscape and particularly the need to
reuse and renew existing urban developments and infrastructure. Some of the
works made in response to a visit to the aforementioned Eastern State
Penitentiary, Philadelphia addressed the interface between the viewer’s body
and absent bodies. The work was conceived paying due attention to the physical,
historical and intangible factors of the site, which has been partially restored and
repurposed as a tourist facility.
The experiences at the penitentiary underscored continuing investigations into
fractures and dislocations of the time/space continuum and the fragile and
ephemeral nature of both life and time. I felt both constrained and enriched by
the weight of layers of history. Most of the buildings bear the scars of years of
neglect: abrasion, weathering, peeling, cracking, flaking, and crumbling. The
ghosts of the past whispered of isolation, exclusion, social stigma, and the
poignancy of their harsh and tedious daily existence; a similar experience to the
lazaret on Peel Island I had visited a year and a half earlier. Arguably, these
layers of history are relevant to any redevelopment of historical precincts. In
many ways, they reflect the hidden aspects that continue to affect our
contemporary society. In creating the site-specific sculptural installation,
Penitence, attention was paid to reading the space, the structure and the light,
and the spectral presences. With minimal structure and devoid of
ornamentation, Penitence is a work of representation and contemplation,
engaging with the archive of memory and the poetics of space. It hints at the
tension between personal space and isolation, and the lack of individuality
within public institutions. In this sculptural installation, discourse exists within
and without the structure.
The participatory, penetrable experience of entering Penitence#1 (figure 40) is
an experience of density, both optical and haptic. The viewer experiences a
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transition from one environment to an all-enveloping other. The outside world
disappears and the viewer is transported into an ethereal other world. It
transcends sensory perception, addressing a symbolic form of concept or content
and evoking nostalgia for something undefined—a correlation between art and
the body. The physicality of the body moving through space, negotiating the
object, acknowledging that all bodies move through space differently both in the
physical and psychological experiences, attests to Merleau-Ponty’s theory of
phenomenology. He states that perception is not a thing passively received, but a
temporal process engaging all previous experiences. Merleau-Ponty’s
conceptualising of embodiment involves the corporeal body and also the
abstract, transcendent properties of the mind: intellect, memory, imagination
and thought.41
When the work was installed in the Eastern State Penitentiary, it accentuated the
flimsy, translucent materiality of the construction, the physical properties of the
degraded cell and the harsh reality of the psychological constrictions of the
prisoners’ confinement. It was their fate to be incarcerated to muse and meditate
on their sins and repentance. One could sense the palpable presence of absent
bodies. There was dramatic contrast between the physical cell on which it was
modelled and that in which it was installed. One was soft, light, flimsy, ethereal;
the other was hard, impenetrable, rough, solid, earth, and unforgiving. The work
engaged the strictly sculptural categories of tactility, corporeality and human
scale. Not self-supporting but suspended from the perimeter of the cell with
flimsy threads, Penitence#1 hung in the space, with its corporeal folds sagging
seemingly with the weight of memories and presences contained by the walls.
The colourless fabric provided a metaphor for the colourless, banal existence of
the previous inhabitants. The structure symbolised the border of body and self,
confined by the architecture, implicating the bodies of viewers in an immersive
spectacle that demanded a corporeal response. The awareness of the body it
created is necessarily an awareness of our universal humanity. There was a
perceivable sense of oppression, but also spirituality. It was as if the light
streaming through the ceiling created a poetic resonance and dialogue with the
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previous inhabitants. It prompted an oscillation between corporeal reality and
bodily intuition.

Figure 40: Kay S Lawrence, Pentinence#1 2012, organza, 300 x 300 x 200cm
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The rays of streaming light caressed one with the hopes and dreams for the
future, and of the past, ghostly presences. Shadows provided another layer, a
metaphor for the darker side of life in the cell. The folds created by the sagging
fabric presented another echelon of sculpture presence, of almost corporeal
presence emulating as it did the skin. The glimpses of crumbling walls and jagged
rocks were potent reminders not to romanticise history. While the ghosts of the
past spoke of their hopes and dreams, their reality had been harsh, barren,
uncomfortable and unforgiving.

Figure 41: Kay S Lawrence, Penitence #2 2012, video, 6 sec loop
The experience of its studio installation as Pentinence#2 presented a vastly
different bodily experience for viewers. Body consciousness was changed, with
no memories washing over the viewer. The light also changed. As the viewer
entered the constructed space from the darkened studio, they were immediately
enveloped by the diaphanous fabric of the structure suspended from the ceiling.
There was a theatrical sense of enclosure, containment, although the actual piece
is soft and fragile. The fabric had different bodily references as it hung limply to
the floor. One was more conscious of the body as being one’s own. The viewer
was in a place where time and indeed the structure has collapsed in on itself.
There appeared no visible way out of this place and the sense of confinement and
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claustrophobia pervaded. All was dark and hazy outside, difficult to see. The
pacing feet projected on the floor (figure 41) were an eerie gesture of an absent
body. The endless rhythm of footfalls was a stark reminder of the banal, endless,
mindless, boring existence of the absent body confined in this place to repent.
First we see, then we imagine.
Mary Kelly’s acclaimed Post-Partum Document also envisaged an absent body—a
very specific, maternal one—but she represented the body in a very different
way. Nevertheless, the formal features that she lists in Imaging Desire as
contributing to the “narrativization of space”42 and the spectator’s perception of
an absent body bear marked similarities to the installation of Penitence:
fragmentation of the visual field, the imposition of a temporal sequence,
the intrusion of peripheral vision, the ephemeral effect of light, and above
all the physical presence of the viewer.43
Ann Hamilton, an artist previously referred to in this exegesis, also makes works
that have a resonance with Penitence.44 She is recognised for the creation of
ephemeral environments and immersive experiences that respond poetically to
the architecture, social history, and collective absences and presences of their
sites. Bodily presence, despite its physical absence, is a palpable constant in her
works.45 Hamilton acknowledges her use of time as process and material.46
Working primarily with installation, often combining evocative soundtracks with
cloth, filmed footage, found organic material and objects, Hamilton has an
interest that I share in interstitial spaces and liminal concepts:
a lot of the very abstract quality of my work—and the literal quality of
it—is always dealing with a state or a place or an edge, a border, a
threshold, a place that's in between.47
Hamilton similarly acknowledges that her materials and techniques of artmaking imply “an invocation of place, of lost collective voices”48 of persons past
and present. Frequently, she invokes absent bodies or things through the use of
recorded voices. In a similar manner, my previously discussed installation
Condishions or Circumstance (figure 11) used the voice singing the lam to invoke
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the presence of the inhabitants of the lowly dwellings, the chanting monks from
the temples and those who had died from the disease.
Hamilton’s Phora (figure 42) is an example of how she puts these tropes into
play. Three voices each speak three different languages—English, French, and
Arabic. They improvise to say combinations of twenty-four English words. Each
speak their native language first, then the other languages. Through this process,
each may have come to understand that learning a language is an embodied act,
requiring empathy with another body, and also learning new physical patterns
for shaping the mouth, the tongue and the palate49.

Image removed

Figure 42: Ann Hamilton, Phora 2005, mixed media, variable dimensions

My work Looking Into, Looking From (figure 43) is also concerned with liminal
spaces, but is addressed through the medium of a digital still image. It
investigates how ideas and meanings are communicated, and what happens in
that uncertain place between people and objects. While being a tangible image
from a past time, a photograph enables the viewer to make a present connection
with that which is now absent. Belting asserts that an “image finds its true
meaning in the fact that what it represents is absent and therefore can be
present only as image”.50 What is shown invokes what is not shown. The
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relationship between what is present and what is absent, and the object or body
it invokes, is particular to each specific image and to each individual viewer.
In Belting’s terms, Looking Into, Looking From explores the “relationship
between the medial image (the photograph) and the mental image (experience,
feeling and self-expression)”51 that is engendered. This subjective image is about
looking, about personal discoveries rather than historical documentation. The
abstraction of light in this image is used as a mediation on the space itself. While
the photograph is carefully composed to present a particular image, translation
of that image lies mostly not with the relationship between photographer and
subject, but with that between the photographer and the viewer.52 The image
remains constant, a point of certainty in the viewer’s cyclical interaction with the
imagined world of the image and that of the real world in which they stand.
Berger stated that when we find a photograph meaningful, we are lending it a
past and a future.53

Figure 43: Kay S Lawrence, Looking Into, Looking From 2012, digital image on photo rag, 47 x
84cm

In this work, the viewer’s focus is directed from objects on the surface of the
image to less visible and more deeply embedded aspects of the place and a
palimpsest of absent bodies and presences, which creates a multilayered
dialogue concerning the space as a container of memories and history. Pattern
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and light are used as compositional elements to endow the space as a container
of absent bodies, including that of the viewer. The perceptual possibilities of the
manipulated and reflected space are indefinite. The viewer is implicated firmly in
the image, but their position is unclear and prompts many questions. Where are
they? Ambiguously, they might be in it or they may be outside, looking in. What
exactly is being reflected? What is being represented? Who is looking? Why was
the mirror placed there? The reflected spaces construct a larger field without
the viewer being able to penetrate it. There is no possibility of
sequencing/controlling the gaze. The work mediates the embodied viewer into
the photograph, situating the viewer in the dubious boundary between the
works aesthetic and conceptual modes of perceptual understanding. They are
forced to contemplate intangible, intellectual matters beyond their immediate
view.
The arrangement of elements in Looking Into, Looking From works on a formal
level with its composition and luminous colour, but the subtly perceived sense of
presence and place work on an intellectual and emotional level, embodying
absences and presences to create the multilayered dialogue with the viewers
concerning the space as a container of memories and history. The presences are
offstage, fluid, fugitive and fleeting. They will solidify in the viewer’s mind with
the aid of individual, intangible, perceptual factors over which I have no control.
As Belting reminds us, the body is a locus of images that are culturally grounded
in collective memory interwoven with personal life experiences in time and
space.54
Furniture as Bodily Metaphor
Absence can impart eloquence to a work. Doris Salcedo55 reconfigures furniture
with bones and hair into sculptures to metaphorically represent persons killed in
political incidents in her native Columbia. The metonymic strategy of using a
chair evokes human presence in the absence of an actual body. Chairs are an
interesting choice of sculptural object because they have the power to
communicate both absence and human connection, conveying individual and
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collective experience. At the same time, these wooden items of furniture, which
are cultural items, are also metaphoric for, and metonymically represent, trees,
forests and nature in general. Implicitly, the literal associations of the materials
directly link timber, wood, and forests with the human body. Through stitching
and threads, these links are further rendered.
My work Sadly Optimistic (figure 44), like its forerunner, Aimoto Chair#1 (figure
45), is an everyday, banal piece of furniture—seemingly robust, but actually
quite fragile. These everyday objects become unsettling because of the materials
with which they have been repaired and are now associated.

Figure 44: Kay S Lawrence, Sadly Optimistic 2014,
wooden chair, crocheted plastic, wire, shadows,
105 x 55 x 70cm

Figure 45: Kay S Lawrence, Aimoto Chair 2012,
wooden and metal chair, crocheted plastic, wire,
shadows, 95 x 55 x 65cm

The body is evoked as absent, vulnerable, wounded, cared for, and worth
preserving. The stitching and mending allude to the reparatory work required to
the natural environment to continue our cultural existence. The materials
employed to ‘mend’ the chairs reflect the cultural shifts that have occurred in our
uses of raw materials. Natural textiles—silk, cotton, flax, wool, bamboo—are
increasingly being spurned by the general public, in favour of synthetic yarns.
The irony of repairing a natural material with a cultural one is not lost. The
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shadows are intrinsic to the meanings inscribed in the piece—the multiplying
consequences that our choices effect. Our daily actions and quotidian existence
are implied. We need to think about how our local, daily actions and lifestyle are
impinging on our global future.
Defunct furniture may also be considered as metaphoric for the potential
absence of human lives on this planet, should we continue along our present
environmentally destructive trajectory. Damaged, neglected furniture implies
the careless and rampant use our culture makes of nature's resources. It
embodies an expounded temporality because temporality itself is inscribed in
the work. Its complexity to the viewer is as much about what is absent as what is
present.
Summary
This chapter has demonstrated the omnipresence of the body and its central role
in this research. A discussion of various works I have produced during and as a
result of this research has been woven through an analysis of the use of the body
as a metaphor for nature, the significance of anthropomorphic references, the
use of performance and the invocation of absent bodies. The body’s liminal
positioning between nature and culture makes it a particularly valuable tool for
investigating this relationship. The social, political and cultural constructs that
the body carries are used to provide additional meanings to works.
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Conclusion
In many ways, this has been a residency-driven project. Art residencies
emphasise the importance of meaningful and multi-layered cultural exchange
and immersion,1 and broaden an understanding of the world and our place in it.
For me, exposure to different cultures and environments has engendered a
flexible and innovative approach to art-making with a more global perspective
on contemporary issues.2 Each residency has separately contributed to an
expansion of the knowledge and aesthetics associated with cultural production.
The site-specific nature of each exhibition undertaken demanded that certain
characteristics of the site, including its history and former uses, the distinct
architectural formality, and the particular cultural or social or political context,
be accounted for.
In China, where water degradation is particularly critical, my residencies in
Beijing and Kunming spawned considerable bodies of works, divulging the
nature and causes of water degradation. Eco-critic William Howarth proposes
that, rather than being opposites, nature and culture “constantly mingle, like
water and soil in a flowing stream”.3 Water would then appear to be a
particularly apt metaphor to use for renegotiating the fraught relationship
between nature and culture.
The residencies at Peel Island and Crane Arts, Philadelphia, generated works that
sought to engage with historical aspects of place, and the repurposing of those
spaces.
Throughout the project, images of trees have been used as a catalyst for
significant bodies of works, including those emanating from my Japanese
residency. The temporal aspect of wood is readily apparent, inscribed in the
nature of growth rings and knots in timber and seasonal variations in foliage.
Trees’ growth rings attest to the slow process of maturation akin to the slow
accumulation of line and pattern in textile objects.
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Informal residencies—visits to places other than the formal residencies—also
magnified and underscored the critical importance of water and trees, to human
habitation and their central role in this project. Locally, visits to Moreton Island
(October 2010) and Curtis Island (October 2012) iterated concerns for marine
water purity and engendered a number of video, sculptural and still image
works. A visit to Central America—Mexico, Belize and Guatemala—(March 2011)
provided the impetus for the works investigating anthropomorphism.

My personal history has had a profound influence on the structure and subjects
of the research. Taking part in the political activism of the heady 1970s
engendered a personal ethos that bestows a moral responsibility towards
current and future inhabitants of this planet. The tenets of feminism remain part
of that personal ideology. Today, feminism is a living, evolving political and
cultural discourse, which is more global than ever before, building on what has
previously been accomplished. My position as a third-wave feminist in Australia
recognises and “increasingly appreciates the plurality of local feminist paths”
across transnational networks.4
My residencies, as well as being critical to the development of the subject matter
and conceptual issues being investigated, also demonstrated the feminist
evolution of my thinking around feminist theory emerging through the lens of
‘women’s work’. The project has approached materiality in terms of seeing
‘women’s work’ as all encompassing, bringing many techniques into the fine art
realm. Having experimented with most forms of ‘women’s work’ during my life
in my continuing engagement with the “bodily aspect of artisanal experience”5
and need to create, it is particularly appropriate that this array of mediums and
techniques is used to explore these third-wave feminist concerns. Introducing
digital mediums into these investigations has allowed me to re-frame ‘women’s
work’ as something that synthesises the old and the new. This particular fusion
of various materials and techniques re-invigorates the term ‘women’s work’,
which extends now to include certain digital processes, such as 3D printing and
digital embroidery.
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The nature of the current immaterial, virtual world that we inhabit gives this
study particular relevance because of the focus on the sensory properties that
textiles possess. Research findings include how these material attributes can
translate our perception of digital mediums into new sensory, aesthetic
experiences. The use of ‘women’s work’ is germane to my antidualistic feminist
beliefs which are irrevocably entwined with my overarching concerns for
ecological matters. The research has worked towards the generation of a new
holistic paradigm which raises consciousness of issues of ecological and social
responsibility through connected aesthetic experiences. This includes
recognition of the need for pluralistic, non-hierachial approaches to issues rather
than the positing of binary opposites such as the struggle between nature and
culture .
My investigations have determined that representation and engagement can be
influenced profoundly through synergy with the embedded materiality of the
chosen mediums. The depth and variety of the works could have been a problem,
but I have tried to draw these disparate threads into a fabric that acknowledges
the feminist framework of the investigations, together with the political and
aesthetic implications of using ‘women’s work’ and the body as the primary tools
for the investigations. This exegesis contributes to the theoretical discourses that
exist on the subject of the feminist use of ‘women’s work’. As to the political
impact of the works, that is for those who view the works to determine.
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‘Textiles: Some Visible and Invisible Connections in Contemporary Visual Art
Installation Practice’
Kay Lawrence
(printed Oculus Postgraduate Journal for Visual Arts Research’, March 2011, Issue 3,
pp.38-47)
Textiles have traditionally encompassed both culturally specific and trans-cultural
links. In all cultures, rich symbolism arises from the use of textiles in their domestic
and ceremonial roles. In this paper I will discuss how in a postmodern context, artists
have conveyed powerful social and political comments through their use of traditional
textile media and techniques. In the works of these artists, the messages are
communicated through a soft ‘feminine’ medium. In itself, this creates a paradoxical
situation as the traditional, familiar associations of textiles are juxtaposed with the
conflicting reality of the artist’s message.
In a postmodern context, textile elements can be used in installation art to stimulate
the haptic senses which are of vital importance in the interpretation of space and
materials. Textiles can significantly increase the viewer/participant’s response due to
the familiarity of the visible and the emotionally-charged invisible connections
inherent in the media. These associations can be exploited to effectively absorb the
viewer into the haptic experience, encouraging an awareness by the individual of the
environment adjoining their body. Examination of a small number of recent works
by some European and American artists will identify how certain visible and invisible
connections to textile materials can be used by artists to enhance the concepts and
subtexts of their works.
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My doctoral research focuses on how the haptic and visual qualities and traditions of
fibre and digital media can be combined in installation art to create metaphors that
address social issues of the twenty-first century. In my studio research over the past
few years, I have discovered a number of material attributes which influence the
haptic responses of those who experience my textile installation works. My work
entitled Cerebral Viscosity (2009)1 is an installation of fifty square metres of handembroidered textile veils and fluorescent lights. Through its materials, the installation
references the flimsy and transient nature of life and memory, and explores the space
that exists between materiality and reality. The abstract imagery and shapes encourage
dialogue between the viewer and the work as they allude to objects and connections
between people rather than explicitly describing them. The ethereal nature of the
transparent fabric infers a body or skin-like form and its vulnerable and ephemeral
nature. The textiles’ sculptural qualities, discernible in the way the work hangs,
suggest the body’s absence or presence. Both skin and fabric are sewn with thread and
the thread itself is a metaphor as it symbolises connections between memories, people
and times.
What this description of my installation does not mention, however, are the viewers’
bodily or haptic responses to the work. Jennifer Fisher states that ‘the haptic sense,
comprising the tactile, kinaesthetic and proprioceptive senses, describes aspects of
engagement that are qualitatively distinct from the capabilities of the visual sense.’2
Many people have walked through my installation experiencing its tactile nature and
for some, this level of interaction has not been enough. The responses of some of my
viewers have been such that they felt compelled to interact with the work by wrapping
themselves in the veils, thus experiencing a more tactile and physical engagement
with the work. While I had considered the haptic senses in relation to my work for
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some time, it was the viewers’ haptic responses to Cerebral Viscosity that have
significantly influenced my studio and theoretical research since 2009. I am now
researching how the haptic qualities of various textile media can be used to create a
more embodied experiential form of art, capable of engaging both visual and haptic
aesthetics. This includes research into how visible and invisible connotations of
materials and techniques contribute to an individual’s haptic response.
One may ask ‘What are haptics anyway?’ According to Fisher, unlike the
exteroceptive senses (sight, taste, smell, touch, hearing) which utilise external stimuli,
the haptic or tactile senses utilise internal stimuli to sense temperature, presences,
pressures, vibration, dimensionality and motion in space.3 Much of this analysis is
conducted at a subconscious level using kinaesthetic sensory awareness. Introceptive
(internal neural information by which we perceive sensations and movement of
internal organs) and proprioceptive (pertaining to the sensations of body movements
and awareness of posture, enabling the body to orient itself in space without visual
clues) determine the way we experience the sense of touch both on the surface of our
skin and inside our bodies. As viewers, we can therefore identify and sense many
qualities in an object without actually touching it.4
Textile objects readily evoke memories, past experiences and physical and cultural
associations. They consequently play a particularly powerful role in helping to
contextualise objects and encourage haptic responses. As textiles provide our ‘second
skin’ they also possess many similar attributes to skin which, in installation, can be
utilised to reference the body. This common link can engender very personal and
idiosyncratic responses to different textiles, with varying levels of conscious
engagement.
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Claire Pajaczkowska states that while cloth is a central signifier differentiating nature
from culture, it remains forever liminal because we experience it as neither object nor
subject, but as the interval in-between. This liminality, or space between materiality
and reality, is a ‘non-sense’ that makes the use of textiles in artworks particularly
interesting.5 In addition, fibre enables myriad fabrication and manipulation techniques
and processes. Contemporary fibre works employ most strategies used for textileconstruction in a variety of contexts, but in this paper I will limit the discussion to
visible and invisible connections provided by certain contemporary artists who utilise
embroidery, patterned fabric and metaphoric representations of the body.
Textiles are among the oldest and most pervasive art objects still produced and used
today. In the past they have been used to create many precious objects; medieval
tapestries, Chinese silk embroideries and ancient Peruvian textiles to name but a few.
However, up until quite recently, the use of textiles has relegated the maker’s role to
that of artisan in the craft tradition, rather than artist in a fine art context. The art/craft
debate was predicated on the premise of ‘what white European men make is dignified
by the label “art”, while that which everyone else makes counts only as craft.’6 As
British author Rozsika Parker noted, much of the criticism of textile art stemmed from
the sexist basis of historical judgements on the usage of textile materials: ‘The
art/craft hierarchy suggests that art made with thread and art made with paint are
intrinsically unequal: that is the former is artistically less significant. However, the
real differences between the two are in terms of where they are made and who makes
them.’7 Parker states that the potential of textile art was only realised in the latter part
of the twentieth century when male artists began employing textile media in their own
art.8
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Because of their functional quality and association with the domestic and the
decorative, textiles have been frequently dismissed as mere craft. This is despite a
small number of artists, including Sonia Delaunay and Dada artist Sophie TaeuberArp,9 who used textile materials in their art during the early-twentieth century. As the
century progressed, however, the nomenclature of artists’ materials changed. In the
United States of America during the late-1960s and early-70s, ‘textiles’ came to be
regarded as ‘fibre’, signalling a philosophical break with functionality and craft.
This change in perception coincided with the rise of the feminist movement. As
female artists grappled with complex issues surrounding gender equality, they strove
to make art that reflected contemporary women's lives and experiences and attempted
to bring more visibility to women’s art practice. One of the ways they articulated
these concerns was through their use of textile materials. The textile works produced
by these female artists became ‘inherently politicized (sic) aesthetic objects’1 that
challenged the foundations of art historical discourse and what defined art and
acceptable media. Textiles have informed the installation works of many female
conceptual artists such as Annette Messager2 and Louise Bourgeois3 who have
referenced feminist concerns through their use of fabric to metaphorically or
metonymically represent the body. By exploiting the immanent qualities of textiles in
order to invoke the body, these artists consequently influence viewers’ responses. A
fibre can become a ‘metaphor’ for skin through its porosity, tactility, pliability,
fragility and ephemerality. At the same time, the sculptural qualities of textile media
can suggest the body’s absence or presence.
In her ongoing explorations into identity and issues related to the representation of
women in our society, Messager makes reference to the body by utilising the
distinctive qualities of the fibres she uses.4 While the body is always conceptually
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present in Messager’s work, it is depicted as fragmented much like female identity in
contemporary society. Messager’s Inflated-Deflated (2006)5 consists of about thirty
objects created from parachute silk which represent the various parts of the female
anatomy. These body parts are displayed in a seemingly random order where breasts
encounter brains that nudge a stomach. As these objects inflate and deflate, a haptic
response is elicited. The viewer becomes intensely aware of the attributes and
functions of their own body.
Bourgeois’ Cell VII (1998)6 is one of many works which address her own
biographical history. In a sustained exploration of family relationships she combines
the symbolic and the psychological, mining her memories to produce works intended
to surpass the visual and unsettle the viewer. Within this installation, threaded needles
are tied to worn clothing which is suspended from bone-constructed hangers. With
these fragile threads, Bourgeois references the ties to her dead mother whose body is
represented metaphorically by the clothes and metonymically by the bones. The
haptic qualities of the materials elucidate Bourgeois’ distinctive visual language and
the viewer is engaged beyond the visual sense.
In the twenty-first century, artists have continued to explore ways in which interior
worlds of perception and meaning are manifested in textile works. Artists push the
boundaries of contemporary art practice through a combination of traditional skills of
fabrication, new technologies and individual innovation. Rarely is the viewer’s
empathy for materials greater than that found in textile media. Textiles are not, nor
have they ever been, neutral modes of representation. Because of their omnipresence
in all our lives, textiles provide a critical connection with the body and also function
as cultural signs in a language removed from the body. No matter how basic the cloth,
it does have the ability to carry richly layered social and cultural conventions in most
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cultures.7 Of cultural significance and signification is the use of the drape, veil or
shroud. Other common uses of different fabrics infer varying connotations such as
elegance, innocence, celebration, poverty and sleaziness and as Alison Lurie states,
clothing functions as a semiotic system.8 In accordance with the saying ‘clothes
maketh the man’, we dress to show our affiliation with whatever group we wish to
identify with and we are judged by the clothes we wear. As well as gender, social and
cultural links, clothing also provides a juncture between the private and public,
between our skin and the view we present to the world, as well as the persona we
want the world to see. Canadian artist and writer Giorgia Volpe also writes that when
one works with used clothing you ‘live in another skin; it is as if you explore another
body, another memory, another identity.’9 Since textiles contain functional and
symbolic references for everyone, we each have invisible connections to the media
and consequently possess an idiosyncratic relationship with various textile materials.
It is these invisible connections that contemporary artists seek to investigate and
exploit through their appropriation of materials, tools and techniques, previously the
sphere of only domestic makers.
As well as linking to their traditional or domestic origins, textiles can also suggest the
artist’s presence, similar to most handcrafted and object-based art forms. Warren
Seelig believes that in working directly with textiles, ‘the hand becomes an articulate
sensor. Through continuous repetitive activity, the hand possesses the understanding
which causes transformation of the materials and allows expression to emerge.’10
Because cloth takes on the imprint of energy, memory, and the hand of the maker, it
revalidates the body as subject matter. As well as the material bearing witness to the
maker, it can also witness the body through creases, stains and folds. The clothes
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employed in Bourgeois’ Cell VII and Christian Boltanski’s Monumenta (2010)11
substantiate this premise as they are powerful reminders of their previous owners.
In The Subversive Stitch: Embroidery and the Making of the Feminine, Parker traces
the history of embroidery from medieval times, when it was practised by both sexes,
through to the nineteenth century, as it evolved into a quintessentially feminine
activity practised by the leisured classes, to the twentieth century when it was used by
the British women’s Suffrage Movement to change ideas about women and
femininity.12 In the twenty-first century, textile artists have successfully conveyed
robust social and political comments through their use of traditional forms of
embroidery. New York artists Orly Cogan,13 Andrea Dezsö14 and Elaine Reichek15 all
work in this manner. Their works display the techniques and precision expected of
traditional embroidery, but include subversive content to convey ‘powerful,
provocative, and often satirical commentary on contemporary society, politics, and
personal history.’16
Cogan creates thought-provoking narratives with her embroidery on vintage linens.
Employing humour and irony, Cogan’s art deals with women’s roles in contemporary
culture through an exploration of history, tradition, fairytales, nature, relationships
and intimacy. She creates a dialogue using vintage fabrics as two-way mirrors into the
like-minded fantasies of successive female generations. To these she adds a layer of
provocation (such as hand sewn pubic hair) and female heroines who express their
anxieties, insecurities, vanities and desires through visual narratives.17 The work
becomes an unconventional dialogue between the old and the new and has both a
tactile and symbolic presence. Cogan regards herself as a collaborator18 and honours
the earnest efforts of the original maker while transforming ‘women's work’ into
something beautiful, evocative and unexpected. These facets of her work are
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illustrated in the installation Loose Threads (2006).19 This work portrays naked male
and female figures who are embroidered on vintage linen pieces and intertwined with
flowers and other symbols from nature and society. In other works such as Bittersweet
Obsessions (2007), the tactile and refined undertones of the linens are unexpectedly
juxtaposed with references to femininity and certain changing aspects of
contemporary culture, such as drug consumption and binge eating. In this work she
employs her characteristic frank and graphic imagery to explore what it is like to be a
young woman in America today. Cogan illustrates the ways in which emotional
insecurity and disappointment are manifested in people who are careless and unaware
of the implications facing their future health and happiness. The anomaly between the
embroidered imagery of the past and that of the present stresses the differences
between feminine preoccupations and modes of expression, then and now.
In her series My mother claimed that… (2007), Dezsö takes the belief systems and
superstitions from her own Transylvanian heritage and resurrects the tradition of the
folk sampler, an embroidery offering religious or moral advice. The pensive and
sardonic lessons are illustrated on forty-eight cotton squares20 embroidered using
techniques congruent with the folkloric content. The disquieting visual language
cautions the viewer through words and graphic pictograms on various life matters
such as health and hygiene: My mother claimed that wearing skimpy bikinis will give
you a cold. (We should wear full coverage terry cloth panties year-round);
male/female relations: My mother claimed that if you let a man fuck you he’ll leave
because every man wants to marry a virgin and pure superstition: My mother claimed
that her father died because someone left the bread upside down on the table. The
connotations here are of cultural mores and values concerning purity, innocence and
maternal protection.
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In Sampler (Troilus and Cressida) (2001),21 Reichek utilises the sampler format of the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries to create symmetrically balanced embroideries
that carry moral and religious messages. Reichek was one of the first conceptual
textile artists to use embroidery to challenge accepted ideas about aesthetics, artistic
genius and originality.22 These computer-designed and beautifully-worked samplers
contain references to security, formality, gentility, femininity and leisure and espouse
various quotes from art history, mythology and literature. These references each add
conceptual complexity to the work as they also refer to the role of the artist, media,
technology and tradition.
Other artists such as Chicago based Anne Wilson23 and myself choose to work against
the precision expected of the craft of embroidery by working abstractly and intuitively
in order to explore cloth’s tactile and evocative qualities. Wilson’s works probe the
limits of the body, its senses, memory and perception. Inspired by contemporary art
discourse, feminism, multi-culturalism, the art fabric movement24 and Arte Povera,25
she strives to expand the boundaries of process and materiality in art.26 Her ongoing
works, Topologies, are constructed from linen, lace, thread and pins. It is through
these textile works that curator Alison Ferris believes Wilson marries the material and
metaphoric associations of cloth with all the paradoxes of women’s work.27 Wilson
describes her practice as an ‘abstract topography suggesting mapping and navigation,
both internal and external to the body.’28 In her series Mendings (1995), Wilson
explores themes of time, loss, private and social rituals by using found materials
(table linen, bed sheets, human hair, lace, thread, and wire) that are familiar and rich
with cultural meanings. Wilson used worn family linens that represented ‘security,
stability, propriety and formality’ and human hair that represented ‘the visceral, the
unkempt, the disruptive, the deadly.’29 The body is never physically present; rather it
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is metaphorically represented through the tactile qualities of cloth and hand
embroidery, and metonymically by hair. The white cloth evokes skin and the shroud,
a metaphor for loss. The holes intimate orifices, wounds and a sense of fragility.
Motif and the patterning of fabric can also have rich connotations as signifiers of
meaning in cultural terms. They carry with them socio-cultural, political, geographic
and economic nuances. An artist who chooses to work with the invisible subtexts
associated with patterned fabric is Kent Henrickson.30 In Patterns of Culture (2006),31
Henrickson subverts the connotations of gentility, domesticity, comfort and
familiarity traditionally associated with Toile de Jouy32 with his embroideries of
menacing figures and scenes of violence. He also draws upon the rich historical
implications of another textile object, the hood, and its associations with death from
medieval executioners through to present day concerns about terrorism.
Contemporary Nigerian/UK artist, Yinka Shonibare,33 chooses to use patterned fabric
to layer his installations with rich cultural and historical nuances. He demonstrates his
awareness of the complexities of multiculturalism and the subtexts embedded in cloth
in his deliberate use of patterned ‘African’ textiles. Here he communicates sociopolitical meaning in the contexts of identity, globalism and colonialism. He covers
shoes, upholstery, and bowls with these ‘African’ fabrics and acknowledges that he
uses textiles to challenge the myth of artist as noble white male.34 He sees his use of
fabric as drawing ‘low culture’ and ‘tacky crafts’ into the so-called ‘high art space.’35
In his installation Scramble for Africa (2003),36 Shonibare satirises colonialism and
other power structures using a theatrical visual aesthetic that is largely at odds with
the traditional rules of fine art exhibition. In this and his other installations there is no
minimalist approach to the white cube of the modern gallery space. His works
showcase tableaux of life-sized headless human figures dressed in flamboyant
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eighteenth or nineteenth-century costumes fashioned from heavily patterned ‘African’
fabrics. The ‘African’ cloth actually originated with the Dutch, who lifted it from the
Batik tradition of their Indonesian colony and then introduced it to Africa.37 Scramble
for Africa explores ideas about contemporary African identity, the legacy of
European colonialism on African societies, class structures and social justice –
many non-visual connections. My viewing of this work at the Museum of
Contemporary Art in Sydney in 2008 produced a pronounced haptic response due to
its tactility and ‘sensorial excitement’.38
Cogan, Dezsö, Reichek, Wilson, Henrickson and Shonibare challenge our belief
systems by using traditional textile techniques or media in unconventional ways to
address a wide range of contemporary issues. Other artists, such as Bourgeois,
Messager and Brazilian Ernest Neto39 are using textiles in installation works without
subversive intent, concentrating instead on the material attributes of the media, its
tactility and other haptic qualities. Although artists are addressing these aspects, it
could be contended that historians have continued to centre the aesthetic debate on the
visual elements of the art work rather than considering the role of touch and other
elements of haptic senses. However, as Claire Bishop states, ‘installation art … differs
from traditional media (sculpture, painting, photography, video) in that it addresses
the viewer directly as a literal presence in the space … installation art presupposes an
embodied viewer whose senses of touch, smell and sound are as heightened as their
sense of vision.’40 Individual bodily response is mediated by the participant’s haptic
perception of their own body in space and the way that particular space is experienced
by them.
David Pryterch and Bob Jerrard point out that much of the role of haptic senses goes
unnoticed, dominated as it is by the more readily apparent role of vision.41 However,
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haptic senses are of primal importance in interpretation of space and materials.
Pryterch and Jerrard argue that the haptic senses are at least as critical as vision.42
Arguably, the study of aesthetics is not limited to just a visual experience, nor are the
visual and haptic senses separated from each other. Rather, the haptic aesthetic works
together with the visual aesthetic to stimulate the engagement between the viewer and
the installation work. Given the intimate interaction between the sensory and motor
functions of the haptic system, and the sheer complexity of its functioning, it has been
proven that much of the sensory information being produced is generated at a
subconscious level. In this respect, haptics may be viewed as a ‘secret sense’. Pryterch
and Jerrard caution that its importance to the practicing artist should not be underestimated.43
Ernest Neto’s textile installations address the haptic senses as well as the
exteroceptive senses. His works are grounded in the premise that the senses that we
use to process and respond to stimuli exist throughout the body and are not merely
visual. This belief and his passionate attachment to materiality and sensuality are
implicit in his installation Just like drops in time, nothing (2002).44 Neto’s
manipulation of utilitarian materials includes lycra, pantyhose and spices. He
transforms the mundane with his use of soft, sensuous and erotic forms. This work has
multiple associations, including rain capturing a ray of light or a glance through a
forest, but it always refers back to the presence of the body, indicated by the bulging
forms and even by the close association of lycra with underwear or stockings.45 As
with every installation work, personal response is mediated by one’s particular
history, with countless individual interpretations to the materials used.
An awareness of perceptual aesthetic factors is the subject of a recent paper by
Marilyn Delong, Juanjuan Wu and Mingxin Bao.46 They conducted tests using design
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professionals from the United States of America and China in the hope of identifying
whether the sense of touch was culturally determined. While their research identified
some cultural specificity, most of their findings related to the universality of tactile
response. Presumably other facets of the haptic senses, particularly those of the
proprioceptive senses, such as dimensionality, posture and motion in space may also
be universal.
This paper has touched briefly on some of the innovative ways in which textiles have
contributed to postmodern art practice through the appropriation of materials, tools
and techniques, previously the sphere of the domestic maker. Particular note has been
made of their ability to convey critical social and political comments when traditional
techniques, such as embroidery, are juxtaposed with subversive content. Textiles
contain rich cultural, traditional, social and domestic connotations. They also provide
a critical connection with the body and hold a range of material attributes which can
be exploited to metaphorically represent the body. In the context of postmodern
installation art practice, these subtexts and connotations can be used to add conceptual
complexity to an artwork. Despite textiles being considered a ‘feminine medium’
there are more male practitioners embracing the media due to, undoubtedly in part, a
recognition of the conceptual weight that they bring to a work.
Textiles can be particularly effective in engendering sensory responses in viewers that
go beyond the visual. This is achieved through the stimulation of the haptic senses
which utilise internal sensors to relay information concerning dimensionality and
orientation in space. Haptic responses, which do not solely rely on narratives or
explicit meanings, are more pronounced when the materiality of textiles merges with
the immersive experience of contemporary art installations. An awareness of both
haptic and visual senses is critical to providing a more embodied experiential form of
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installation art. Further research will identify those mechanisms and conditions under
which the visual and haptic senses coalesce synergistically to produce those higher
level experiences.
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Appendix 2
List of Exhibitions During Candidature
Solo
2014 Material Matters, Webb Gallery, QCA, Griffith University
2013 My Body is Mostly Water, Tai Project, Kunming, China
http://www.kaylawrence.net/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/My-Bodyis-Mostly-Water.pdf
2012

Re/claimations, Crane Arts Old School, Philadelphia, USA

2011 Re/formations, POP Gallery, Woolloongabba, Queensland
2010 Microcystis, Pickled Art Space, 798 Art District, Beijing, China
Group
2014 Meet Van Gogh, Kunming 3rd Youth Art Festival, Kunming, China
A Knife and a Torch, HOLD Artspace, South Brisbane
http://www.theholdartspace.com/images/knifetorch/knifetorch_catalog
ue.pdf
2013 Down the Rabbit Hole, QCA, Southbank & USQ, Toowoomba
http://www.kaylawrence.net/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/Down-TheRabbit-Hole-Catalogue1.pdf
Thoughts…that is, 8th International Biennial of Textile Miniatures,Vilnius
Lithuania
The Philadelphia Connection, POP@AFG, South Brisbane
http://www.kaylawrence.net/wpcontent/uploads/2013/09/Philadelphia-catalogue.pdf
2012 Positive Feedback Loop, Browning Street Studios, West End
The Necessary Transition, Ship Inn, South Bank, Brisbane
Transexpress, China, Russia, USA via Trans Siberian railway, air
Three Tonnes, Aimoto, Hyogo Prefecture, Japan
Ton Ton / Knock Knock, 月夜と少年 (Tsukiyo to Syonen) Gallery, Osaka,
Japan
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http://mumble-mumble.com/e_tsukiyo/gallery/schedule/000290.php
The Word Conterminous, Jugglers Art Space, Fortitude Valley, Queensland
2011 Teerk Roo Ra, POP Gallery, Woolloongabba
Vanish/Survive,7th International Biennial of Textile Miniatures, Vilnius,
Lithuania
Beyond Visible, Jugglers Art Space, Fortitude Valley, Queensland
Trans-Siberian Art Project, Russia, China
The Clothespeg Project, Project Gallery Space @ ICAS Singapore
PopStart, POP Gallery, Woolloongabba, Brisbane
2010 Belle Arti Chapman & Bailey Art Prize, Metro Arts, Brisbane.
Fallout, Art Factory, South Brisbane
Flower Power, PS Gallery, Paddington, Brisbane
Postcard Show, Linden Centre for Contemporary Arts, Melbourne
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Appendix 3:
List of Residencies, Associated Exhibitions and Selected Works
A number of works emanating from the residencies in Philadelphia, Aimoto and
Kunming are discussed in the body of the exegesis. However, little has been said
in relation to the works generated by the residencies at Red Gate Gallery, Beijing,
or Peel Island, Moreton Bay. A brief outline of some of the works relating to
these residencies is included below, before listing the remaining residencies and
associated exhibitions.
2010
*

Red Gate Gallery, Beijing
http://redgategallery.com/Artist_in_Residence/page97/index.html
-

Microcystis (2010)

http://www.kaylawrenceart.blogspot.com.au/#!http://kaylawrenceart.bl
ogspot.com/2010/08/microcystis.html
It was important that Microcystis referenced domestic mundanities so that it
related directly to all who experienced it. The eclectic sensibility of the materials
created a formal tension between the materials and the thematic substance of
the imagery. Domestic and industrial references were inherent in the plastic and
metal colanders and the synthetic clothing fabric, as were the politics of mass
consumerism. By choosing kitchen colanders, the “flesh” of these
anthropologically inscribed objects was removed, then the skeletal forms were
dressed in tracksuit fabric. This re-elaboration of mundane domestic objects into
a cultural context pushes their aesthetic, functional, semiotic, and
anthropological boundaries through the provision of new meanings and
associations while also underscoring their loss of functionality. By also
referencing the Chinese tradition of foot-binding, the repetitive use of these
textile-bound kitchen colanders metaphorically represented the menacing bluegreen algae, inscribing these banal objects with a more sinister character.
Barbara Maria Stafford discusses how this focusing process makes the
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“extrapolated objects appear so unnatural as to appear shocking… [and] they
stimulate our creative powers of inference”.1 Alma Ruiz opines that the “reelaboration of mundane objects into precious commodities pushes their
aesthetic, functional, semiotic, and anthropological limits by enriching them with
new meanings and associations while also highlighting their cultural hybridity”.2
The formal qualities of the wall installation in groups and patterns (figure 46)
enabled the objects to be recognised but then perceived as one contingent,
creeping organic unit.

Figure 47: Kay S Lawrence, Microcystis (detail), 2010, kitchen colanders stripped, tracksuit fabric,
video slideshow

Figure 48: Kay S Lawrence, Microcystis (detail), 2010, kitchen colanders stripped, tracksuit fabric
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More than one viewer offered the opinion that “they seem to be escaping”.
Despite this, they also asked to touch them, which acknowledges the work’s
appeal to both visual and haptic aesthetics. Light and shadow were used to
enhance the multiplicity, repetitive and menacing nature of the objects (figure
47).

The slide show was a montage of 276 unpleasant images taken in the vicinity of
the village where I resided (figure 48). They depicted the harsh reality of
unsound environmental practices in that area. Response to this imagery was
anticipated by Stafford’s discussion of the ‘Medusa effect’, whereby viewers are
inundated with horrible sights from which they instinctively recoil or
compulsively turn. She discusses how the “violent montage cuts through the
brain’s abstracting and decontextualising mechanisms used in guiding choice
behaviour to activate basic emotional responses directly in the amygdala and the
insula’ components of the brain”.3 In this way, the responses were more
emotional than visual.
The pervasive eclecticism of this installation was successful due to the empathy
and cohesion of the formal qualities of line, composition and colour.

Figure 48: Kay S Lawrence, Microcystis (slide-show still) 2010

See also Figure 16.
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2010
*

Peel Island, Moreton Bay
http://secapresearch.com.au/projects/
Teerk Roo Rah (2011)
http://www.kaylawrenceart.blogspot.com.au/#!http://kaylawrenceart.bl
ogspot.com/2011/11/teerk-roo-ra-2011-exhibition.html

The first work made in response to the conditions encountered on Peel Island
was a performance enacted there, envisaging the futility and boredom of the
lives of those confined to this sub-tropical “island paradise” (figure 50). A
hospital bed was wrapped in purple4 fabric, bandage-like strips and then
dragged out of the building to face over Moreton Bay towards Brisbane—
civilisation and the comforts of family and home. Then, the useless act was
reversed. This was documented in digital stills and video. Other works flowing
from this involved the bed, the colour and the body.

Figure 50: Kay S Lawrence, The Leper Shall Dwell Alone 2010, video still
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2012
*

QCA Crane Arts, Philadelphia
Re/claimations (2012)
http://www.kaylawrenceart.blogspot.com.au/#!http://kaylawrenceart.bl
ogspot.com/2012/03/reclaimations.html
The Philadelphia Connection (2013)
http://www.kaylawrence.net/portfolio/the-philadelphia-connection/
Examples of the work are shown as Figures 14, 36, 40, 41, 43.

2012
*

Sandavinci School of Arts & Design Osaka, Aimoto Studio
Knock Knock / Ton Ton (2012)
http://mumble-mumble.com/e_tsukiyo/gallery/schedule/000290.php
Three Tonnes (2012)
http://www.kaylawrenceart.blogspot.com.au/#!http://kaylawrenceart.bl
ogspot.com/2012/09/sandavinci-studio-exhibition.html
A Knife and a Torch (2014)
http://www.kaylawrence.net/portfolio/a-knife-and-a-torch/
Examples of the work are shown as Figures 17, 20, 21, 27, 35, 37, 44, 45

2013
*

Contemporary Yunnan, Kunming, China
My Body Is Mostly Water (2014)
http://www.kaylawrence.net/portfolio/my-body-is-mostly-water/
This was offered and partly funded by Chinese eco-arts organisation
“Greening the Beige”. http://greeningthebeige.org/gtb/node/1689
http://www.943studio.cn/archives/3915
Examples of the work are shown as Figures 1 to 6.

Barbara Maria Stafford, Echo Objects: The Cognitive Work of Images (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press Ltd, 2007), 68-69.
1
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Alma Ruiz, "Art Is Made by the Hands," in Poetics of the Handmade, ed. Alma
Ruiz (Los Angeles: The Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles, 2007), 23.
3 Stafford, Echo Objects: The Cognitive Work of Images, 68-69.
4 That particular shade of purple is used today for rubber gloves, grey water
pipes, contaminated hospital waste etc. it denotes tainted matter.
2
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